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Every man's life is a fairy-tale
written by God's fingers.
Hans Christian Anderson

Where words fail, music speaks.
Hans Christian Anderson
I
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Goals Retreat Evolves
The Games
Students Play Now

Mr. Charles Griffin

"Reach Out"
by Kathleen Gurdon
Mr. Charles F. Griffin, from
Newark State College Counse.ling
Service has what he feels is,
" outreach
component"
of
counseling. It's a way of letting
students know there is a counseling
service on campus.
Mr. Griffin met with N .S.C.·
basketball coach Dave Dean, who
asked for help with the basketnall
team. In October Mr. Griffin
worked 3-4 week s, helping
wherever he was needed . He is a
great fan of the team, supports it
and enjoys the game. He feels that
the team is beneficial to the college.
Mr. Griffin said that, "I wanted
to extend myself and wanted kids
to know who I was and my job." By
getting to know students better he
placed a human element in his
work a nd encouraged them to
come to the counseling service for
any type of help if necessary.
He found that it was a good way
to introduce himself and was
tremendo~ly successful.

D octor
ShortageStudent
Rights
Why more students should be
admitted into medical schools and
not be subjected to strict American
Medical Ass'n and / or State
Medical Sociaties etc selection thru
limiting medical school capacity:
All medical schools must
substantiall y increase (triple or
quadruple) student attendance by
being opened longer hours, hospital affiliation etc. It will eliminate
the physician shortage, mµltiple
treatment of patients (all at one
ti me) in physician's office plus lo ng
waiting periods. This will also in- .
sure Resident Physicians fo r areas
where none exist now, have calls
fo r the very sick patients with high
fe ver etc. who shouldn't be moved
fq>m home a nd cut hospital costs.
Help relieve the over worked
physicians.
Every hospital should be affiliated with a medical school and
some courses of study transferred
to the hospital, the staff physician
who will teach by the doing
method. The hospital is the best
educational institution · in existance. All hospitals shall have
students (proportiately to size) and
these students shall be appointed
working medical assistants upon
admittance to school, transferred
from hospital to hospital as the
curricula dictated. All hospitals
(Co111i1111ed o n page 2)

by Sharon M cHale
On February 24 and 25 in
Downs Hall, Student Org., will
hold its first Goals Retreat to
by Jan Furda
develop new guidelines and
During the Semester Break, tional pieces which are difficult to procedures for the corporation.
changes were wrought in the_T.V . move and are hoped to discourage Student Organization as a nonLounge and in Sloan Lounge. The their possible the(t.
profit making body has man y
College re.arranged them into game
Prospective addition to the T. V. facets and must now perfect or
rooms with a certain goal in mind Lounge are five competitive type completely revamp old procedures
for the students- to create a place vending machines (not pinball) and in order to work effectively and to
tlrat would be open to a wider more durable hockey games. meet the challenges of the changing
cross-section of students and to Presently the lounge offers ping- ' college community. Presently the
provide for activities and in- pong, hockey, soccer and shuf- corporation has no real direction:
volvement throughout the day. ·
fleboard . Both game rooms offer precedence must be established in
The college, which is responsible · jobs to students who would occupy order for the corporation to
for finaI,1cing the equipment, neces- positions as game supervisors.
progress of its ultimate legislative
sary innovations, future additions
When asked about the success of potential.
etc. began with certain ideas of the the game rooms, Assistant Dean of
Despite the fact that Student
types of games to be utilized but are Students Patrick Ippolito replied, Org. has a .5 million dollar budget,
presently soliciting from students, ~• From everything I've seen and priorities must be established since
recommendations on improving from the feedback I've been getting this money is distributed to the
the facilities, types of games and from the students, the general many groups and clubs on campus.
the use of space.
consensus appears to be that As a result of the Goals Retreat,
Sloan Lounge was chosen as the everyone _likes it."
monies will be disseminated acquiet game room with chess and
Any suggestions concerning cording .to a fixed priority status.
checkers and a 2/ 3 seating capacity equipment, or games please con- The Goals Retreat will eliminate
for students to sit and talk or just tact the game supervisor, Mrs. the possibility that someday the adrelax. It is hoped that part-time Marion Kortjohn or Bob Ariosto. ministration might be forced to
students will begin to use the The Administration extends their take a firmer hold on the money of
Lounge also. Within a week, the thanks to the Student Council Ex- the corporation, because of past
College hopes to provide decks of ecutive Board for their input, mismanagement o( funds. The
cards (pinochile & regular) Lincoln cooperation and assistance in help- financial state of Student Org., has
Logs, magazines and possibly ing the College better fulfill its been improved by systematized
paperbacks. New furniture is being · commitment to the entire Stm;lent checks and balances, but hQpe also
.
. ;dered consisting of large sec- Body.
lies with the Goals Retreat to further the fiscal benefits for the next
Student Org. president.
1,,.
According to Steve Band,
president of Student Org., the
Goals Retreat should serve to
initiate progressive changes in the
area of representation: the council
will become more representative of
the student body. The basic
framework of the Retreat will cori~

-

sist of ten groups of students with
five students to a group. Each
group will be assigned a task, e.g.,
Group Number one must determine the status of C.C.B. according to a.) more effective ways
of funding, b.) diversity of
functions; c.) any methods of creating a better C.C.B. in relation to
Student Org. Student leaders from
other schools such as Sam Crane,
President Student Government
Assoc. of Montclair State College,
will be part of the assemblage in
order to provide resource information about their own schools.
Any student interested in participating in the re-evaluation
program may inquire at the office
of Student Org. Students ' who
become affiliated with the Goals
Retreat are urged -to remain objective and to think futuri stically of an
alternative furture for Student
Org. The following are those topic
groups which will Qe open to
students;
I. The status of C. C. 8 .
2. Financial procedures and
priorities of groups on campus.
3. Expenditures of large and
of small groups.
4. Fund raising for Student
Org.
5. Council Representatives.
6. Executative Board and
Professional Staff.
7. The resident student.
8. The responsibilities of
Student Org. identified in the light
of t he duties of the administration
to assist and to fund student events.
9. The major political goals
of Student org.
·
10. The major financial goal of
Student Org.

Jean Shepherd Ap pears
at Newark State
Father Phil Scores In New G~me Room

John DeSimone

PIRC Defeated
Will ~Try Again'
by Betty Wet zler
ficial precise enrollment number
Last semester a referendum as- from Dean of Students Parks, but
)cing for the institution of a Nf • he was, in her words, "highly unPublic Interest Research Group at cooperative" in regard to this reSC was voted on by students; the quest. She then contacted
proposal attracted an astonishing President Wei ss on the enrollment
response of 1,343 voters - with matter and recieved a letter from
1,337 votes in favor oC an NSC Parks dated January 15th in which
Pl RG and 6 votes cast as absen- the official enrollment was set at
tions or "no's". Yet the PIRG 5,346 students.
movement has been defeated . The
By this time, however, the PIRO
election was formall y co ntested on referendum had alread y been voted
the grounds that the Board of on - PIRO supporters believing
Trustees required minimum of their case had won, based on 25% +
"25% + I of tota( undergraduate I of the given 5,000. The now ofbody" in affirmative votes was not ficial number of 5,346 changed the
obtained.
numerical total needed to meet the
Ms. Eleanor Lewis, Executive 25% + I requirement therefor~, the
Director of N.J .P.I.R .G. centered
1,337 affirmative votes (enough to
in Trenton, was decidedl y urked by pass PIRO based on the original
the situation. She explained that 5,000) now fell short. Wnen- inthe PIRO core group was given a formed of the confusion, Ms.
roster containing 5,000 names of Lewis contacted President Weiss in
eligible voters at Newark State and hopes of arranging for an adit was from this list that the "25% + ditional polling day to obtain the
I" needed was computed . She necessary votes to legalize PIRO
stated that she personally and according to the new enrollment
repeatedly tried to obtain an of(Conti:1ued on page /6)

radio show on WOR has one of the
by Jan Furda
On Friday, February 23 at 8:00 largest late night audiences in the
p.m. in the TPA, Townsend Lec- area (his show airs from 10: 15 ture Series will present Jean 11:00 p.m.) and is transmitted on
Shepherd. Admission is free with a tape to major stations across the
ticket which can be purchased with country. Just last year; WGBH-TV
in Boston produced his highl yany student I.D. card .
Mr. Shepherd, whose main praised TV series "Jean Shepherd's
forum each night is a 45 minute America" which was syndicated
show on radio stations in New nationally through the Public
York and in 40 other cities, likes to Broadcasting System. His previous
books were
make himself appear as a child of
"that great rabble of faceless ma n- bestsellers In God We Trust, All
kind who are forever condemned _Others Pay Cash, Wanda Hickey's
to view the great pagents of life Night of Golden Memories and
from parked thirdhand jalopies Other Disasters and his newest hitamisJ the apple cores and beer ca ns The Ferrari in the Bedroom which
of drive-in movies"- that is, most celebrates the lesser benefits o( the
machine age, from the joys of an
people.
Jean Shepherd's career began at airline pa ss eng e r to th e
age 16 doing a weekly high school philosophical reflections of a New
sportcast for a radio station in York cabbie mired in rush hour
Hammond, Indiana and has since traffic. .
Jean Shepherd's appeal is to all
then included other mediums like a
monthl y column in "Ca r a nd ages. He draws on his own lifetime
( ( ·0 111 i 11uecl 0 11 paie .l)
Driver" and articles in "N ational
Lampoon" and "Playboy". Not
only has he won the Playboy
Humor A ward but he is the only
writer to have won it four times.
A founder and for seve(al years a
columnist for "The Village ·Voice",
Shephe.d has contributed articles
and short stories to practically
every major magazine in the country.
When in a recent Wall Street
Journal article there appeared the
comment that " Whatever the
medium, Jean Shepherd will have
thousands of fans hanging onto his
every wacky word", that comment
goes without exaggeration for his
Jean Shepherd

-

I

•

Study Skills.
Guidance Available
The' Ready Study Skill Center.
in operation since September 1972.
provides an opportunity to
decrease or eliminate your study
s.kill problems. The general
procedure is one of self-referral by
which students receive professional
guidance under the direction of
David A.S. Gold of the Communication Science Department.
The Center is located on the second
floor of the Ii brary ( L20 I ) and it's
services are available to any matriculated student of Newark State.
The purpose of the Center is to
work with the student to develop
latent stud y skills such as readingrate, vocabulary and methods of
studyi ng [Qr tests. On the basis of
introductory tests res ults a pa r-
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ticipating student is set up in an individual program. Since rate of improvement depends mostly on the
student's c6mmittment to improve.
students are at liberty to come as
little or as much as they need.
Operating bn a no cost-non credit
base, the Center is open daily 9-5.
Under the direction of Mr. Gold.
ten senior practicum students and
five student aid personnel both
with Reading Minors tutored approximately 85 students last
semester.
,,
T he development of the Study
Skill Center is a result of discussions by both student s and
facult y who realized· the need fo r
t~is facilit y.

Daniels Carries Heavy Load
With 3 Hats ( or -•signs)
The picture is a spoof, but the
story is real.
This academic year ushered in
three new administrative positions
•but only one (old) appointment.
resulting in a 3-hat director in the
person of Wesley P. -Daniels.
former head of Academic Advisement. The· new positions are
Cooperative Education which is
off-campus
work
experience.
Upward Communications- a
form of shared governance, and
Consortium Coordinator which
deals with the, pooling of facilities
with three other institutions.
Former Assistant Dea n
Mr. Da niels is better known fo r
his acti vities in advisement a nd
evaluation. a post he created six
years ago at Ne wark State. Prio r to
that, he was Ne wark State's regis, tra r a nd scheduling officer. He held
tea ching a nd, admini st ra tive
positions in vocational educatio n,
serving at one time as Assista nt
Dea n of Agriculature at Rutgers. It
is this range of experience that
prompted President Weiss to name
Daniels as the <;:ollege's Co-op-Ed .
head.
Cooperative Education
Both the President and Director
envision extensive programs off
off-campus activity directly tied in
with on-campus curr~culum in the

tiine campus residency on a
semester or full-year basis to morning versus afternoon, summer or .
intersession, etc. Some schools
offer degree credit for closely
supervised work experience and
there are many situations in which
such experiences are without
remuneration. At the present time.
there are no formal programs of
Cooperative Education, as officially defined by the U.S. Office
of Education, on the N.S.C. campus .. There are several programs of
work or interne experience currentl y among maj or curricula of
Social
Welfare,
Ma nagement
Science, Economics, and Computor Science. In commenting on
the future of Co-op Ed. at the
College, Daniels emphasized the
pro babili'ty that n0 existing majo r,
even the "t raditional" liberal a rts
discipli nes, is exempt fr om full participation in the pla n. T he trick, of
course, is to . convince students,
facult y, and prospective employers
of this fact.
'
Upward Communicati ons
This is one of President Weiss'
projects. Newark State may well be
unique in offering t his opportunity. This provides the means
of communicating ideas for improved management of the
College. When asked about this

Upward Communciations Officer.
one is assured of complete confidentially, if he wishes, yet is
equally assured of his being heard
where it counts. Not to be confused
with the Campus Ombudsman
who expedites solutions to
grievances, this office provides the
means by which one's knowledge
and wisdom may contribute to participative leadership of the College.
Asked why he was chosen for the
j ob, Daniels suggested his being a
"low-key" person with tlie ability
to listen objectively. "I'm not that
far removed from the grass-roots
and not that close to the top to be
of concern to eitht!r, and I've got a
boss who is open-minded a nd r ho
also will listen," he added.
Consortium Coordina tor
A bout a year ago, Dr. Weiss
gathered together the presidents of
Union College a nd Union Co unty
Technical Institute and representatives from each inst(tution's
Board of Trustees to form what is
now the Consortium of East
Jersey. Now included with the
three Union County institutions of
higher education is Seton Hall
University of South Orange from
which there are appointed
representatives on each of the
dozen or so task forces. These cominittees, in turn, are dealing with

E. E. 0. GraE
ds . ..
Achieve Success
A recent survey of students who Educational Opportunities
entered Newark State College Program revealed that all 25
through the Exceptional · allumni are now successfully pursuing professional careers. Twelve
are now enrolled ·in graduate
schools, 14 are employed in
education careers, one a profes- ·
I
sional . actor, one employed in
business and one graduate is serving in the Armed Forces.
Dr. Nathan Weiss, noted: "This
is an unusual list of accomplishments for any group of
Foster F. Diebold. Director of college alumni. We are proud of near future at N.S.C. Simply function, Daniels described his role
the Division of College · the success of these first graduates defined, Coop-Ed. is the program as "the walking suggestion box,
· Development, announced the who enrolled through the EEO in which a student is gainfully em- · with a personal touch". Anyone,
College's membership in the J.R. Program." He added, "to inc it
ployed in a private or public ac- student, staff, teacher, even adTaft Corporation Information demonstrates the strength and tivity relating to his major, alter- ministrator, with an idea he'd like
System.
value of the Exceptional
nating this with his class work, and to try on for size is encouraged ot
/
The TAFT system supplies the Educational Opportunities working under the supervision of write, phone, or visit with Mr.
Division of College Development Program which has successfully his faculty advisor. There are Daniels to convey his suggested
with ongoing assessments of provided educational and career several variations among colleges plan. Oftentimes, one is reluctant
various foundation activities and opportunities for students who and schools that offer the plan, to make suggestions to his
grant money available. The system otherwise may have been denied a
ranging from full-time em- immediate supervisor, let alone
is a resource center which also · chance of a higher education." Dr. ployment that alternates with full- "top brass" .. In dealing with fhe
maintains a data bank on matching Weiss added, "the EEO staff at
foundations to a particular project.
Newark State, the faculty - and
Membership in the system was most importantly, the students
sponsored by the Newark State themselves can be justifiably proud
College at Union Alumni As- of this record achievement:"
sociation. According to Director of
tification chosen from a broad
Alumi Affairs, Willian Loehnign.
(Continuedjrom page I)
spectrum of the population and not
"the Alumni chose to donate the
shall provide .working students from physicians only shall grant a
membership in the TAFT system
with free room & meals. Plus an license to practice medicine (or
to the College to assist in the active
hourly apprentice stipend for ser- revoke license for bad or ma! pracdevelopment and growth of (Continued./rom page I) .
vices rendered while working there. tice) to all physicians for a period
Newark State." President of the
The advantages of starting early of time only. This board ·shall reAlumni Association Raymond experiences with an unca.n ny
in
a hospital gives the student a examine the physician for fitness ·
· Weishapi noted, "we hope that this ability that makes everyone feel as
broad
knowledge of medical etc. (like airplane pilot) and require
membership will benfit the College though they've been down the same
science
at work and experienci:s refresher courses where necessary
in many ways, Alumni of Newark garden path. Typically, Jean
some of which he or she never knew to qualify before renewal of license
State are always happy to take an Shepherd's radio show crashes to a
and to help him or her determine where Precious human life and
active part in the future of the finish and he pauses for a deep
health are atstalce.
their future.
breath.
"This
is
·
WOR
in
New
College."
THIS IS THE CHALLENGE
Uniformity
&
with
no
state
by
York," he says. "Stay tuned for the
Mr. Diebold added, "this system
state restrictioos, the federal WHO WILL LEAD US TO
news."
First,
however
a
word
from
will be a valuable reference tool for
SUCCESS?
our sponsor Townsend Lecture government thru a board of cerus, and hopefully it will result in
Series who invites and encourages
many more projects sponsored by
Psychology Club meeting all invited
the College. and additional sup- all students to attend Jean
Tues. Feb. 20 1:40 W 201
Shepherd's lecture on the 23rd of
poFt fo~ the growth and
February, 8:00 p.m. in the TPA.
development of the ins_titution."

NSC -Joins

lnformatioh
Network

Doctor Shortag~

Shepherd
6

Photo by Meg/eski
matters of legal incorporation, funding, guidelines for articulation,
cross registration, faculty exchange, use of library resources,
common calendar, and the like.
The coordinator serves as assistant
to the chairman, who this year is
Dr. Weiss. In this capacity, Daniels
arranges conferences and appropriate agenda while maintaining liaisons with the task forces
and other resource personnel. He
describes the Consortium as the
inevitable means of avoiding costly '
duplication through sharing of the
facilities and faculties and realizing
the strengths of its member
institutions. Apart from the sharing of · existing resources . and
offerings, "the most exciting part
of Consortia-activities is the potential of new and unique offerings '
available to all students of member
institutions", Daniels exclaimed,
adding the possibility that CEJ
may introduce this year a new
cooperative program in public administration which utilizes the
respective talents of Union
(continued on page 16
CCB's Movie of the week
BULLIT
staring Steve McQueen -

Weds. Feb 14 8:00 Little Theatre
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Restructurini Tenure Laws Early Childhood
Confer8'1ce Set

One of the most importa nt bills
affecting higher education in New
Jersey since the passage of the
Higher Education Act of 1966 is A328, now before the State Assembly, which amends the present
tenure law with respect to New
Jersey S~ate and Community
Colleges.
Tenure is the right of a faculty
member to retain his teaching
position until retirement, until dismissal for cause, until dismissal is
- necessary because of a natural
diminution of the number of
students in the in,stitution, or
because the institution can no
longer afford his services. While
tenure is essentially a means of
protecting a professor's academic
freedom by removing the possibility of arbitrary discharge, it
also is a guarantee of job security.
The New Jersey statute pres-ently
provides that any teacher in a state
or community college who begins a
fourth year after three years of
consecutive service has a right to
his job until he retires, and
retirement under present law is not
mandatory until age 70.
It should be noted ·that the
decision to grant or not grant
tenure is actually made by an
institution early in the third-year of
employment; that is, afteronly two
years of actual experience. This is
so because the faculty contract requires that if a professor is not to be
rehired, he is to be informed early
enough so that he can seek other
employment.
The bill proposed as a substitute
for the present law is simple and
straight-forward. · It does two .
things. It extends the maximum
probat-ionary period from three to
five· years. This means that an
institution has up to five years to
decide whether or not to grant a
faculty member tenure. To put it
another way, a faculty member has
up to five years to demonstrate to
his peers that he possesses those
qualities which justify an
institution making a life-time commitment to the faculty member.
This bill provides full protection
to those now employed.
It would have no effect on those
faculty members who now enjoy
tenure. Those who are now employed but are not tenured would
have the option of choosing
whether'they wish to operate under
the existing three-or the proposed
five-year rule.
This is not a complex bill, nor
does it have a devious purpose. Its
simple purpose is to extend the
probationary period from a maximum of three years to five years

and in the process to protect the On the other hand, it wants to enrights of all facult y members now sure that it grants tenure onl y to
in service.
men and women who ha ve clearl y
What are some of the compelling demonstrated that they will . be
r'easons for the proposed changes superior faculty members. It is difin our tenure law?
ficult, if not impossible, to attain
An
extended
probationary
both objectives under present law.
period is advantageous to. the
If the college moves in the direcyoung professor. It is obvious that tion of stability p.nd generosity to
the decision to grant tenure is a
the facult y member, it grants
very serious decision for a college tenure to professors who are
or university.
· neither fully qualified nor well esDr. Albert Meder, emeritus tablished in their chosen field . If it
professor of mathematics at moves in the other direction and
Rutgers University and a highly- denies tenure except to the
regarded member of the State's demonstratably qualified, the
higher education community, institution is harsh to faculty
underscored that point at hearings
members and creates an unstable
held two-years ago on a similar bill educational
environment.
In
before the Assembly Education
neither case is the public interest
Committee. He pointed out that
protected.
every grant of tenure binds a
Nor does the present law permit
college to a long-range com- granting tenure to mature and
mitment of between $500,000 and
proved sc~olars. It is paradoxical
$750,000 for the remaind.er of the that the present law provides inteacher's professional career.
sufficient time to make a
The decision to grant tenure is reasonable judgment on a young
usually taken only after a professor scholar, and, at the same time,
has demonstrated beyond doubt prevents an institution from granthat he has command of his field , is ting tenure to an established
an excellent teacher, is capable and academician.
willing to make a significant and
Under our present three-year
continuing contribution to minimum, it would be impossible
students, and is capable of sus- to grant tenure to an Albert
tained scholarly activity.
Einstein.
Rarely is it possible for a young
This defect in the law is
and inexperienced faculty member, especially disadvantageous at a
beset as he is with multiple res- time when we are trying to attract
ponsibilities in his early profes- senior, experienced professors in
sional years, to demonstrate fields which have heretofore not
definitively such qualities. This been offered at the state colleges. It
means that under present law, if is ,. d. ifficult to persuade a man to
reasonable standards are followed give up a senior tenured position in
by the institution, many promising an established institution to accept
but not fully proven young faculty an untenured position in one of our
members will be terminated after colleges. The 1970 report of the
three years' service.
Governor's Management ComThe present short probationary mission confirmed the existence of
period for faculty is bad for this problem.
students, because it tends to lead to
"A current obstacle to hiring exa rapid turnover of junior faculty perienced facµlty members", said
and introduces instability into the the Commission, "is that they
instructional .p rogram.
~ receive no credit for the tenure they
Students are subjected to a have already earned and no credit
constant succession of new faculty, for their effectiveness as teachers.
often inexperienced and unproven 8ecause they must wait until their
either as teachers or as scholars. , fourth year to receive tenure, they
This can have only an adverse may turn down an otherwise ateffect on instruction and on . tractive job offer."
student morale. On the other hand,
Most universities and colleges of
if a professor is granted tenure any standing in the United States
without having demonstrated his have a probationary period of
capacities for sustained growth, more than the five yean provided
succeeding generations of students in this bill. Among these
are subjected to a less than ade- institutions are : Rutgers ,
quate professor.
Princeton, Seton Hall, Drew,
The present three-year Bucknell, Lafayette, Penn, Swarprobationary period is also unfair thmore, Amherst, to name just a
to the public and the institution. few. A 1971 survey of state univerOn the one hand, the institution sities and land grant colleges
wants to provide a stable and ex- sh_owed 90% with a probationary
cellent instructional environment. period of at least five years.

Organizing
Special
Olympics

Prof Co-AUthor
of New Book

Newark State College at Union
has been chosen as the l 973 site for
the Union County "Special
Olympics" on April 28.
Initiated in 1968 by the Kennedy
Foundation, "Special Olympics"
bagan_ as an athletic activitY. for
mentally retarded children. This
year all handicapped children and

Dr. Dorothy Grant Henning,
professor of education is co-author
of a new book "Content and Craft:
Written Expression in .t he Elementary School" published this month

by Prentice-Hall.
The book presents writing as a
continuous program in the elementary schools and suggests the

integration of teaching of writing
with the teaching of lis~ening,
drama and pantomine. The' book
includes a-systein·for classifying the
content of written expression, and
supplies practical suggestions for
building writing into the elementary schools. The book lists
materials available to teachers, and
where they may be obtained.
Professor Hennings re~ently coauthor "The Tearher Moves: An

adults can participate.
Volunteers interested in working
in the "Special Olympics" program
should attend an organizational Analysis of Non-Verbal Activity."
meeting on Wednesday, February The authors are convinced of the
14th at 4:00 p.m. in D'Angola significant contributions elementary school teachers can make by
Gymnasium.
A workshop for teachers and encouraging children to learn and
coaches of handicapped children produce writing in which useful
who will participate in the and interesting ideas are well
compet1t1on is scheduled for organized. Each chapter begins
with the phrase "Let Children Do ..
Wednesday, March 7, 4:00 p.m.
,,
For further information contact
The book i~ illustrated with
Mrs. Edith Resnick, Department
many
samples of children's writing
of Health and Physical Education,
-from -~ll grade ley_1:Is. telephone 527-210L

The Department of Early
Childhood Education, School of
Education, today announced plans
for a conference and workshop
series on "New Frontiers in
Education: The Child in School, 08 Years," Saturday, March 24, 8:30
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The Conference
will be held in the Theater for the
Performing Arts.
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
Hans Furth of the Catholic University in Washington, D.C. Dr. Furth
is the author of ~Praget and
Knowledge: Theoretical Foundations," "Praget for Teachers."

The Conference and workshops
are - planned to provfde ' opportunities for educators' t'o ex~
plore and interact with each other
on matters affecting ' ' Ea r ly
Childhood education.
Co-Chairmen of the Conference
are Lilyan Peters, associate professor and Michael- Knight, assistant
professor of early childhood
education at the College.
Further information regarding
the conference and registration information may be attained by contacting the Department of Early
Childhood Education, telephone
527-2094.

Education Abroad
The American College in
Jerusalem is offering, to students
who wish to study abroad the opportunity to spend one or two
semesters in Israel.
The College, which is a four year
institution, is accredited in the
United States and all credits are
transferable.
Classes are very small, with the
average class having only ten
students. The majority of the
classes are basicly independent
study. The only exception to •this
rule are the required courses such
as Hebrew, very helpful if you are
going to be living in the country for
a year. The school is about 80%
American.
Enrollment is generally open

evaluating each student on his (or
her) own merits.
The tuition is $1475 per year.
Travel costs $375 round trip
student fare.
Room at the college is $650 and
board $775 per year. A student can
live off campus much cheaper.
Four students can share an apt for
an average of $35-40 -a month.
Food would run for about $60-75
per month:
is advised that
students do live off campus to further introduce them to the land and
people of Israel. Financial aid is
available.
For more information or an
interview call in Jerusalem (02)
525-997) or in Union contact Lee
Diamond at 686-3153.

Art Ed. Interns Work
With Handicapped Children
Fine Arts Education majors and
Art Department faculty are actively involved in a series of
programs of art education and
therapy used in the teaching of the
handicapped child. Students participating in the program spend six
weeks working directly with the
children in a variety of locations.
Two such locations are the
Orange Orthopedic Hospital in
Orange, N.J. and the Elizabeth
General Hospital in nearby
Elizabeth. At both locations
students and aides use art
education concepts of form , color
and perception in developing
programs which are appealing as
well as educational for handicapped children of all ages.
The Orange Orthopedic Hospital provides a complete center for
physical therapy, occupational
therapy and speec!l therapy for
·children afflicted with cerebral
palsy. Because of the brain damage
caused by the disease, perceptual
development is often handicapped
to a severe degree. For the -child to
develop into a proficient reader,
they must first progress from a tactile or touching stage to a reliance
upon their hearing, and visual
senses.
At the school connected to the
Cere·bral .~ Palsy Rehabilitation
Institute, Newar!( State student
interns and professional staff
members use perceptual training as
a basic part of the educational
program. The young child is
evaluated as to his use of toys, ability to match forms, pictures,
colors and eventually numbers to
begin the perceptual trajning for
later reading. Children develop
forms inclay, do puzzle work, and
paste puzzle-type pictures as a part
of an early remediation method to
promote perceptual growth .
Games of "place in space" use such
directional concepts and words
such as "up", "dowi:i", "in", and

"out" to further develop the
perceptual growth of the child.
In general, the programs are
flexible and adapted to the individual needs of each child, allowing for development of their own
level of capability; teaching tl;lem
to live in social situations, and
providing the beginnings of selfrealization and discipline.
Mrs. Conover, director of
education and teacher at the
Institute states, "teachers here feel
strongly about the idea that the
first need of the special child is to
be loved and accepted' as an individual, and then helping them
develop as human beings able to
cope with the reality of the world in
which they must exist.' She added,
"at the Institute our primary aim is
to have a happy child who enjoys
learning."
The student · interns from
Newark State College at Union
have reached • positively towards
the time they have spent working at
the Institute. Ellen Giordano, fine
arts major from Lodi, noted "the
true reward of this experience is
seeing the joy ';Vith which the
teachers work here and ihe way in
which they do everything with such
personal enthusiasm." She added,
"for me as an art major, it was
nothing less than great to see how
arts and crafts play such a major
role in the total education of the
handicapped • child, creating
symbolic .ideas which are more
readily accepted and absorbed by
each student."
Linda Arson of Passaic and
Diane Bierteumpel of Elizabeth,
fine arts education majors recently
completed their Senior Year
Internship program at the
Institute, and noted, "here art is
working with reality _instead of
abstract ideas." They added •. "at
the Institute art is something for
the child to see and touch."
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The cost of living may be rising, and not wishing to be
left behind, the latest flash from the "other side of the
brook" is that students may be shelling out $28.00 to park
their cars. That's right - twenty-eight dollars.
Seems the most recent method used to deal with parking-ticket holders delinquent in paying the $3.00 fine is
to seek out the offensive car (regardless of present
legitimate parking) and have the vehicle towed at a $25.-00
charge to the student.
Yes, just one unpaid ticket is fair game for towing. But
lest this appear as a totally bleak picture of the situation, it
must be added that those students threatened with towing
receive a letter informing them that they have two weeks
to right their wrong (pay the fine) "OR ELSE" (the alternative being to pick up !~eir _a ut? at a near,~tgas ~tatio'?
for a fee).
Such measures assuredly inflict undue a~xiety on the
student and the threatened punishment surpasses the
realm of reason! What, after all, is the purpose of campus
security? Is their most crucial duty centered around the
thand-slapping, "naughty-naughty" treatment of overdue
parking-ticket offenders?
Such towing tactics may have a measure of validty for
the multiple offenders (those who have made a hobby of
collecting 6, 10 or more unpaid tickets) or those whose
parked cars pose a true jeopardity to safety or smoothtraffic flow, but it certainly seems a little harsh for the first
offender who received a ticket for parking his car in a
yellow-lined area. Perhaps the whole concept of towing
cars is itself over-reacting to the problem since most
instances fall into the latter mentioned category. In these
cases, the situation seems to be more one of a disciplinary
nature rather than a police matter. Are such drastic
measures truly necessary? Might not a more reasonable
course be the withholding of grades; franscriptst, or right
to register until outstanding violators have redeemed
themsel_ves? Or perhaps the office of the Dean of Students
could appropriately handle student offenders.
Other related questions also arise: What exactly
constitutes an "unauthorized" vehicle in an
"unauthorized" space? - a car without a decal legally or
illegally parked anywhere on campus? - a student car
illegally parked? - a faculty car illegally parked? - a
student or faculty car parked in the opposing faculty or
student area of the lots? Does the towing procedure apply
to all the above all the time or just some of the time? Some
of the above all the time or just some of the time? Is there
any uniformity, any regularity, therefore, as to whose car
will get issued tickets and / or be predisposed lo towing?
And is the final decision to tow an arbitrary one?
To William Milks, Director of Parking and Security;
and to John Korley, Vice President of Finance~, we ask
for their serious consideration of the fairness of the
method they have chosen to deal with the ti~ket problem
and hope that a more "enlightened" course be employed one more sympathetic towards student needs and financial situations.

are people consta ntl y looki ng fo r
messages? I strongly doubt if sweet
Woody was convinced that it was
his responsibility to warn the world
(through film) of puritannical,
perverted females. How could you
interpret an entertaining commerTo the editor:
cialized farce so seriously? You are
Re: "A Question of Sex?"
certainly entitled to opinionate as
(Name Withheld)
you like about anything. But, I saw
TO QUOTE Name Withheld,
the whole flick as purely media gar" Your review for " Everything you
bage.
always wanted to know about sexProducers have found that Sex
*" was very unfai r and biased. I can
sells
and we are all being expl oited.
see by.your comments that yo u a re
We are all being brainwashed into
not sexually inclined." Wh o is this
nameless "I", who can mercilessly . believing that movies and books
with an X or an R connotation a re
attack a reviewer's person with
instant success and worthwhile. I
statements of mere conjecture?
wanted simply to present the film
Your letter " reviewing" my
as I saw it. It was terrible. My perreview of Wood y AJien's movie
was a little presumptuous, to put it sonal moral values had nothing to
mildly. Is a reviewer's sexual mores do with it. If I saw a war film and
thought it was great, would you ason trial when an article appears in
sume that I was a Hawk? If I saw a
print? Apparently, that is the point
of view that you chose in inter- film like If and criticized it, would
you jump to the conclusion that I
preting my comments. I criticized a
was a mad right-winger, and advise
movie dealing solely with sex
me to read some Abbie Hoffman?
presented in a manner that was a
Of course, that's ridiculous, as
flop as a satire and pure garbage as
ridiculous
as your accusations and
entertainment. From this point,
advice, "I suggest you try to read
my Freudian friend , you seem
the book. But be careful; do not
quite convinced that I am "not sexread too much at one time- all this
ually inclined." I find that rather
sexual research might become as a
funny, since you obviously have
great shock to you." It might be sex
used me as a scapegoat to point out
that hangs you up??
your own dissatisfaction with
J find it totally amusing that I've
females. (Can I assume also?) I
been forced by your,rather perresent the fact that you twisted and
sonal and unfounded derogatory
misinterpreted my comments to
remarks
to defend both my
the point that you assume that I fall
maturity and sexuality. (All I
into the perverted-attitudeoriginally did was attack a piece of
toward-sex slot. So, my Frustrated
celluloid.) J assure you that J am
friend, a few words about all those
familiar with movie ratings and not
biased comments and "de birds and
a simpering female. I also assure
de bees":
you, my self-righteous liberator,
I have read Dr. Reuben's book,
that I may be many · tl!ings, but a
and find it as enlightening and
rabid virgin championing outdated
technical as the pamphlets they
moral codes is not one of them. I
hand out in high school sex ed.
am also in favor of people's expresclasses. (Come now, I hope
sing Jove. (So, you can cease to
everyone has pas~ed that point.)
blame me for being part of the
This movie couldn't even compete
pervert's league.) So, Name
with the book. It was just another
Withheld, I beseech thee come
manifestation of the sex-manual,
forward and I will al-Lay your
sensuous-man-woman-and-child
fears (no pun intended).
approach to what comes naturally.
(I stand with you on recognizing
Facetiously Yours,
human and instinctive drives.)
Maureen M cCann
I am totally against the
brainwashing media, that you are
P.S. If this rebuttal sounds
obviously influenced by, that
somewhat vindictive, I apologize
results in these manic outbursts of
for my temper. It's just that I resent
that
l'm-sexually-aware!-l'veread-all-the-books! attitude. Why
(Continued on paxe 19)
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Percussion Ensemble
Spotlighted

New York Ti mes·
Music rE r.itic to
'

....... .

Appear at Forum
by Jan Furda
Mr. Herbert Golub, Chairman
of the Music Department has announced that Allen Hughes, Music
Critic for the "New York Times"
will address the monthly Music
Forum on Feb. 16th in the Music
Wing of the TPA, P.A.-143 at
10:50 p.m. Attending the lecture
will be the chairman and
chairwomen of the Music
Departments in all the colleges
throughout the state.
Mr. Hughes began his college

Seekers of the
su·pernatural
Ed and Lorraine Warren, investigators of the supernatural will bring background data, photos,
slides and tape interviews of their
documented case histories of hauntings and witchcraft to NEW ARK
STATE COLLEGE on Fri., Feb.
16 8:00 p.m. TP A.
The Warrens have devoted a
lifetime to the study of psychic
phenomenon. Lorraine is a clair-
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The Warrens

Bon Voyage

a la College

by 'Barry Cohen
As a result of attendance at a
Furda
recent NSA convention, Student
order. The performance began
Organization President Steve
with an Instrumental Prelude and
Band announced the arrival of a
utilized such instruments as
travel service for the campus comchimes, brake drums, gong, siren
munity. This service functions
and harp, to accompany the kaiku.
primarily as a convenience, and to
Haiku were read by Gretchen
plan conventions for the college.
Kraft, Don Blaska, Judi Benjamin
Pleasure trips for individuals and
and John Pepe respectively.
Professor
Feldman
played groups may be arranged.
piano/celesta, Kevin Tolly, man- Specialists in student needs, the
youthful staff will provide indolin and Rosalie Pratt, harp.
formation
for summer trips to .
An audience of 200 applauded
enthusiastically for the program, Europe, and arrange airplane
masterfully conducted by Profes- reservations. Preceding the comsor Price. As Assistant Professor of pletion of the Rathskeller, this proMusic, Mr. Price conducts the ject should provide much needed
Ensemble and teaches class per- revenue toward the building of a
cussion at NSC. A teacher of per- new Student Center.
In operation since February 13,
cussion at Manhattan School of
Music since 1957, Mr. Price has the travel service can be found on
given percussion lectures, clinics · the other side of the Little Theater
and concerts throughout the in the college center. Contact th~
nation. The professor was the first service by calling 289-5228.
to teach an accredited course in
percussion and he has introduced
over three hundred new percussion
compositions · to listening
audiences. As president of the
publishing firm music for Percussion Inc., Mr. Paul Price is a
great credit to Newark State, The Newark State College Concert
pecifically the Music Department Chorus, Professor James -Cullen,
and is duly commended for his ef- conductor, and the Brass Ensem~
forts in .the field of percussion ble, Profelsor Tom Herron, conductor, received considerable acmusic.
claim on their recent concert tour
in January of 1973. Excerpts from
some of the letters voicing. reactions to the performances follow
below.
" . .. our deepest appreciation for
your performance -yesterday.- Not
only was it a valuable experience
for tl}e general audience, but it also
benefited our choral singers to hear
some of the numbers they
themselves had worked on sung by
a mature and polished ensemble
education at George Waslifogton such as yours ... Your people were
University and later transferred to very charming and l enjoyed meetthe University of Michigan where ing them, as well ~s hearing them
he received a Bachelor of Music perform ..."
degree as a organ major, and a
Jerome B. Siegal
Bachelor of Arts degree with a maVocal Director
jor in music. He then completed
Ramapo High School (N.J.)
two years of graduate work at New
.The performance. was well
York University and has been with planned, well executed and · enthe "New York Times" since 1960. thusiastically received. This is an
The subject of Mr. Hughes lec- excellent service and speaks well
ture will be "Writing About for your organization."
Music." All students are cordially
Robert Stovens
invited to attend the lecture.
Assembly Coordinator
Highland Park High School (N .J.)
". . .It is not often that we are
treated with such an excellent
singing group. Numerous faculty
and. students have commented to
me on the fine performance. In
fact, it was even mentioned in our
Meeting for Worship the following
voyant and Ed a researcher and
day . .. We are deeply grateful for
inyestigator of paranormal acyour visit."
tivity. Together they have worked
Dudley D. Heath, Ed .D.
with psychiatrists, doctors, priest,
Moorestown Friends School (N .J.)
ministers and mediums in over
" .. .It was a thrilling experience en2000 cases and have documented
joyed by the younger ones in the
well over 300 of these dealing with
fourth grad~ as well as by adults.
human and inhuman spirts which
You have an impressive group and
they consider genuine hauntings,
added much to our life here at
poltergeists activity, spirt possesSchool."
sions ,
astral
projection,
Ernest C. Savage, Jr.
demonology and witchcraft. Their
Assistant Headmaster
investigations have taken them all
Tower Hill School (Delaware)
over the United States and into
"Thank you and your students for
Mexico and Canada.
the fine performance . .. most enIn addition to their extensive lecjoyable.. .come and perform for us
ture tours, the Warrens are profesnext year."
sional artist and own and operate
M. Jenet LaForge
their own are studio and school in
Assembly Coordinator
New England. In fact it was their
North Arlington High School
interest in painting old houses and
(J .J .)
New England scenes that brought
"Please come back and sing for us
them in contact with many
again."
varieties of "apparitions" and
Senior Citizen
"spirits" that lead them, if not
Columbus Retirement Hotel
compelled them to · become
Atlantic City, N.J.
seriously involved with the supernatural.
numerous radio and television
The Warrens have had their own
programs. They have also been the
television talk show and have
subject of countless newspa per,
appeared as featured guests on
magazine and periodical articles.

By Jan
On Wednesday, February 7th at
8:00 p.m. in the TPA, the Music
Department presented the Newark
State College Percussion Ensemble
under the direction of Professor
Paul Price.
The first half of the program
began with a piece entitled "Three
Brothers" composed by Michael
Colgrass and performed by soloists
Dave Uhrig on the timpani, John
Pepe on snaredrums, and Charles
Ostrander on bongos. Also ineluded in the program were
"lonisation" by Edward Varese
and "Metal Concert" which had an
Oriental influence, by James Drew.
The instruments played during the
Ensemble and which are usually
thought of as being used only accompanient were successfully
mastered in very moving, forceful
compositions.
The
sounds
produced were erratic and
disonant but remained unified in
the composition though not in a
flowing sense. • .. Haiku Seasons" which initiated
fthe last half the program consisted
of a setting of 16 haiku by four
renowned Japanese poets · for
speaker and instrumental ensemble. The work was a musical molrile
having its component parts
arrnaged in number of sequentiai ·
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Community Coalition
by Lou Starakis
have waiting lines of 6 months,
Hi, whoever you are, wherever they resent N.S.C. students who go
you are. I wish you internal there for medical purposes. Teh
contentment. The author of this ar- only reason why NSC in the past
ticle, me, is not one for writing the did not have a planned parenthood
english language in it's proper was solely because the law said that
form; leaving grammer aside; to you had to be 21 to receive any
hell with it. I hope you will listen to medical aid on your own consent.
what I feel.
This law has changed and we need
We are basically first generation the Planned Parenthood. Let's not
college students, we are here for old morals stand in the way, after
one reason, one reason only; to all, only those people who want to
achieve a self-fullfilmerit in life. use the services will, no one is
The college is here to help us in ob- forced to.
3) Student Activities. Our entire
taining our goals, our ambitions,
no matter what our cultural social life on campus is run b.y
heritage, ideas or _values may be. student activities. It has made vast
Administrators, falculty, staff are strides in the programs it has
paid by us.
developed. These programs have
You must come to the mainly been developed by Don
realization that students, united, Maroon, Don Mertz, in the near
will either benefit or suffer -by the past.
education we receive. A society
Don Maroon has left us, we shall
that does not change with the times miss his presence. However Don
· Mertz has applied for the job and is
will perish.
We. at Community Coalition are in danger of being rejected by the
people; like everyone else, We have administration. He meets all of the
• separate identities; are proud of criteria, however since he is a
them, however we have UNITED graduate of N.S.C. he will not
in order that we may share our receive the job. This is a process
knowledge to make the much called Inbreeding, a good process.
needed changes at Newark State however it is only one of the many
College. We need your help. You! criteria for a job. We can not afford
Every You!, reading this article in to lose Don Mertz.
Associated with Mertz in this inthe INDEPENDENT, our
newspaper, we at Community breeding process is Tony Romano,
Coalition are exhausting our ef- graduate 1972. He has applied for a
fqrts, in order to improve this en- job with the Veterans Program on
campus. He is a Viet Nam vet, and
vironment.
•
Presently, I choose to write past chairman of Community
about 3 of our main efforts. If you Coalition, so he too meets all the
agree with any of the following, let criteria for the job; however
your opinions be heard; if you because of Tony's involvement
disagree by all means object, but with the student organization, as a
student, in spe~king for his benefit,
most of all react.
I) NO Fs. We are trying to as well as the beliefs of other
eliminate the grade of F from students, Tony may not get the job.
appearing on our academic They will use inbreading for the
averages. Students should no reason 'but it is mainly that Tony
longer be unnecissarily penalized, sticks up for his rights. Can we affor example, if I take a course, and ford to lose the dynamic perfail it, l still know more than you, sonality of Tony Romano.
who has never taken the course, so
Again if you are to achieve any
why should. · I get a F (no of, or all of these 3 programs, you
knowledge) for learning only a lit- must !:t your opinion be heard,
tle. The Fs should be changed to whether positive or negative!
"no credits", where you do not get Come, talk and lets get it on.
penalized.
2) Planned Parenthood. Mrs.
C. C. B. Presents
Peterson, head of Health Services
The
on campus, has been fighting a
Sunday Cinema Serles - ...__
lonesome battle. Why is it
the finest and
lonesome? It has no student supmoat
recent
motion pictures
port. Out of the 6,000 full time
Thia Sunday Feb. 18
students on campus, 4,500 are
female, yet no action has · come
SHAFT
from you to help. Newark and
7:45 p.m. T.P.A. Ad. 25~
Elizabeth Planned Parenthood

Concert·
Acclaim .

CATHOLIC CAMPUS
MIN-I STRY
MASS:
Sunday, 11 a.m., Whiteman Hall Lounge
Thursday, Free Hour, Chaplain's Office
CHRISTIAN PRAYER MEETING:
Friday, 12:15, Chaplain's Office
"DROP IN" HOURS:
Chaplain's Office, Book Store Bldg.
Monday, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, 3:00-4:00
Wednesday, 10:30-11:30
Fr. Phil Merdinger
Phone: 2294

Jan Luzzi
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~~Another View
by Jan Luzzi
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would like to share more with you,
and learn of your experiences, and
share some of mine with you.
In this world of confusion and
chaos, there is a God, a Savior,
who loves us and redeems us, who.
in flesh and bl~od, took the sin of
all human-kind upon Himself and
died for you and me, so that we
might live, and become "the
goodness of God".
He nourishes and heals, lives and
pardons. He has done that, and still
is doing that, in .my life. That's
Good News!
• I've met Hini, and I want to
share that with you. Fr. Phil and I
and some other people in the Campus Ministry are usually around.
We celebrate Jesus in the Liturgy
on Thursdays at 1:40, in Fr. Phil's
office in the Bookstore building,
and on Fridays, there is an open
prayer meeting at 12: 15. Please
come and share with us. I'll be in
the office on Thursdays between
9:30 and 10:30, and Fridays,
between 11:00 and 12:00, to rap
with anyone.
"My God is Love, and nothing
but Love. But love leaves you free,
free to love and free not to love,
and it would deny itself if it were to
appeal to any authority other than
that." -from Prayer is a Hunger.

borrowed Fr. Phil's column
this week to share with you a little
bit about myself and my work on
campus.
I've returned to school this
semester as a part-time student.
after being away since last May.
One of my reasons for returning
part-time is because I've chosen to
work with Fr. Phil in the campus
ministry, and time is needed for
that, more time than a credit load
of I 8 credits will allow.
For the past two years, I've been
involved in Catholic Pentecostal
prayer group in Rutherford, N.J .,
and now, I am living in one of ten
Christian households, as are 47
other people in my community.
I've had an experience of Jesus
Christ, and each day, I come to
learn more about his abundant
love and lordship in my life.
In Greek, the word "heart"
means a person's very core and
center of being. In my "heart", I
· have met the person Jesus, and I
believe in His love for me, and for
each one of you, and I know I can
love with His love.
In essence, Campus Ministry
work is very undefined, and so, I
can't explain plans or offer concrete programs at this time. But I
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yards; either that, or they should
stick to making their abortive flicks
back in the shadows where they
came from . Rome wasn't built in a
day, but neither did it last forever.
History repeats itself, and just look
around you for signs of decay.
Instead of concerning ourselves
By Enn Poeldnurk
with immediate problems of
pollution, bureaucracy, poverty
and discrimination, to name a few,
what? ·
the American democracy, in perJust take a few minutes and com- mitting raw capitalism to run rampare just about any movie you see pant, may destroy itself sooner
in the theatres today with movies 5, than one might think .
even I0, years ago. Think about the Traditionally, Americans have not
plot, acting, and filming of the done anything with an issue until
movies of today and the films of a confronted directly in the face with
decade ago. What are the quality of it. Then we acted, with our spirit of
each of these films? What type of freedom, great natural resources,
audiences are they aimed at? Why and good old American knowis Hollywo.od starving?
how. Yeah! Rah! Mom, America,
Film-makers today are hiding and apple pie.
behin'tl the statement, "I am creatBut the immediate problems of
ing art. Who is to say that this is not our society are not as easy to conartr' O.K., fine. What the public front. The problems are
wants, the public gets. But, just sociological, psychological, and
look around you, and what do you ideological. The bad effects are apsee? Increased crime and violence, parent, but we are not always sure
pre-teenagers acting and behaving of the causes. Dissent is popular,
totally unlike they have ever but there is no unity of thinking.
before. The media and the mind. Think about it; I'm sure we all do.
The media and the minds of Put an anti-pollution sticker on
American
youth.
Censorship your car and throw garbage out of
should make a clear distinction the window. Change can only
between adults and pre-teenagers. begin from each individual
Film-makers who show stuff like through himself and his everyday
Deep Throat, or The Last House life-style.

VIEWS

Since I transferred from Bloomfield College to Newark State, I
thought that I would transfer my
column -also. Hopefully, a new day
in jo_urnalism will appear. A new
high, or a new low, or whatever.
There are dozens of columns in The
Independent, and. will consider
myself lucky to get this thing
printed. O.K.'!
Censorship and . the movie
theater. The quality 9f our present
film industry. Deep Throat, The
LAst House on the Leji, and Rivals,
trash, perversion, and trite, respectively. The questions to be
asked-what is the nature and
quality of our film industry today'!;
and, should there be a crackdown
on theatre-owners who permit 12and 13-year-olds to see these films?
"Art for art's sake"? No, 'tis more
like the pursuit of the Godalmighty dollar.
Yes, the
decadence of our society, where
nothing is sacred if you can make
money on it. O.K.? O.K. Now

\

A Word to the Wise
by 'Camille Gusumano
Although the weather is still unthawed, and some people still
suspect winter will want to fill its
time allotment, many of us are tossing around plans for the summer.
There is a buu in the air of people
eager to make early reservations to
go abroad this summer. If you are a
student, you may be lured by
several posters advertising various
package plans for seeing Europe
economically: "See Europe and
study for college credits." "Learn
the language." Or, "Earn money
while you live with a foreign family
and work abroad," says another.
The charge is not astronomical,
nor is it phenomenal, but if it's your
first time, and you think this is the
best way to meet people. don't buy
it! If I save one person from getting
ripped off by these racketeers, my
warning will not have been made in
vain. Here's the fraudulent deal of
which f was an innocent dupe:
I had decided to go to France,
even if I had to go alone. I first
becafue acquainted with WSA
(That's Work or Study Abroad .)
by a poster at school. After corres, ponding by mail and phone (I
could call Wisconsin collect.), I
made my deposit and began making monthly payments; which ·
would total to about $600. The
brochures they sent me were more
, than enchanting, as I ruminated
over the deal I was getting. I was to
work in a small town in southern
France for at least 2 months, and
then travel. My "official" contract
said I'd work in acafe 8 hrs. a day, 6
days a week, for $17 pl us tips. I
would get free meals and lodging
with a family, where I would be
able to augment my minimal
knowledge of French. It all
sounded so captivating: sun, sand.
and sea, not far from the
glamorous Riviera. And I would
not only be saving money, but earning it, too. Que! faux ·pas!
The first inconveniences should
have been omens to arouse suspicion, but, although the youth
hostel in Brussels was cold and
damp , with cell-like accommodations, the weary travelers
generated a human warmth that
made us overlook the discomforts.
Then came the "Magical
Mystery Tour". 'They" made us
ride around Paris for 5 hours, having our infuriated bus drivers
search for non-existent quarters

for 500 students (I could write a
book-Paris from a Bus Window.). Finally, after much turmoil,
we were deposited in the already
"tout complet" Hotel d'international sejour, St. Germaine, in
Lay. That night, we were too exhausted to complain about having
to sleep on floors, in stairwells, or
under the stars. At least we got to
take hot showers, something we
hadn't known for five days- then.
The biggest fiasco was the job
situation. At first, the French
family liked Suzanne and me. They
fed us well and gave us decent
quarters above their cafe by the
sea. The clientele of the cafe were
usually patient with our poor French.
It soon became apparent that, by
some cheapjack stratagem, these
people were promised coolie
labor-that is, they expected us to
work from 8 a.m. till midnight 7
days a week for just lodging- no
pay. They'd never been informed of
the completely different contracts
we' d received, and somehow, there
was no one around to blame for
this : grave error. W,e'd all been
beguiled. My only means· of
retaliation was to defer my last
payment to WSA, which, luckily,
wasn't sent yet.
Suzanne and I tried to negotiate
with Monsieur and Madame. We
told them how we'd all been
deceived by this American outfit,
and we couldn't work these outrageous hours. We wanted to see
this country, or at least go swimming and do some sight-seeing. We
tried to compromise, but it never
worked. We undeservingly became
the scapegoats for their displaced
anger, after being lied to by knaves.
Desperate and discontent, we
decided to leave the cafe, but not
~ithout the accompaniment of a
typical French melodramatic sortie, where Monsieur cursed us out
in 90-mph French, calling us
ingrates, loose American women,
and what boiled down to, in
English, "French whores". Cest la
vie! After throwing all the tips I'd
accumulated that day at him, we
stormed out as fast as we could,
and with a little help from our
friends, high-tailed to a nearby
city, where our real voyage began.
When I think of the fettles I'd
heard others had gotten into at
their jobs, I think our plight was
not so bad. At least we weren't sent

by Mark (Barry) Felker
Several American travelers,
myself included, and a handful of
European wanderers, set off for a
small, secluded island known tothe
world as Mykonos, located in the
Aegean Sea off the southern coast
of mainland Greece.
From the onset, it was apparent
that to keep this phalanx intact was
undesirable and, indeed, impossible. Prior to emba,rking on
this venture, there were several requests from the immediate group:
"I wish to travel there on my own
accord with a group of friends and
meet up with the rest of you ... .
We're not going to have to stick
together, are we?"
My reply: "We' ll just stick
together until we reach Paradise
Beach. After that, each of us can go
our separate ways!"
In retrospect, it seems that my
traveling companions were just a
little apprehensive about going to
the other secluded beaches, SuperParadise and Hell. According to
popular hearsay, these beaches
were inhabited by giant , green
lizards with a strange fetish for
always biting strangers!
to factories, or bordellos, to work,
or nearly arrested for working
without a permit, like some of our
other colleagues. All were abandonned, with only a return ticket to
the States. So, for some, their
summer dream ended after a week.
Suzanne and I at least compensated for the initial hardships by
seeing Spain and France for the
next 6 weeks. Our experiences were
memorable and worthwhile, in the
end. Europe proved to be a land of
antiquity, beauty, and mystery. I
realized this because, unlike the
others, I was fortunate to survive a
crafty ruse and fend for myself.
I don't know for sure that all
these outfits are shysters, but I have
heard that WSA went bankrupt,
and so, changed its name in order
to operate again, swindling more
people. So, if you have aspirations
for European adventure, you'd fare
better to do it your own way.

Some travelers showed an
interest in ruins, and there were
plenty of them! Others expressed a
sincere desire for varied forms of
experience not usually sanctioned
by our western tradition.
Moreover, the problems of arranging transportation were enormous. There were no cars, buses, or
trains. In fact, there were no visible
signs of any forms of mechanized,
air- or noise-polluting contraptions on the entire island.
There were,nowever, two avenues
of mobility for the somewhat
"lazy'' traveler: donkeys and mules.
Either animal could be rented for a
few drachma. Walking is the most
practical form of travel on this
island. There is so much to see, do,
and experience.
The island ,is the school.
Landscapes, people, and customs
taught us values of alienation,
creativity, and sexual freedom . We
were here for many days, spent little, if any, money, and many people
with similar desires divided the
money by the days, divided again
by the number of people, and we
had spent the equivalent of seven
dollars for one week. That's less
than the price quoted in the middle-class, capitalist, "rip-off' book,

Europe on Five Dollars A Day.
Plus, we probably had more fun,
too. Material wealth and status
mean nothing on this or any other
underdeveloped
island . All
travelers of any given minority are
welcomed with open arms and ... ;
well, we' ll get to that latter.
Anyway, we energetica11y hotfooted around Mykonos, admiring
the natural beauty of its desert,
ocean, mountain, village, and
hopelessly searched for a
forest- but we couldn't find a
single living tree. Not even a blade
of grass. Nothing! There wasn't

even a hotel, motel, or hostel, or
any form of modern housing in
sight! At this point, the question
that may arise in the public's mind
is: ~where did we eat, sleep, or
wash?". Simple enough! · For the
most part, one would sleep or eat
ori the ground, in any one of a.hun- dred uninhabited caves. or, better
yet,' in a self-styled straw hut. The
latter enclosure is the most practical, for it is easily adaptable. During the day, it acts as a sun-shield,
and at night, it keeps one warm and
cozy. The sea, of course, is used for
washing.
I began to see that a traveler
starts to develop certain strengths,
a feeling of independence; and a
sexual freedom, while still enjoying
a measure of protection by being
able to leave one beach for another
in search of new "conquests". Each
beach is like an island unto itself,
with a flock of"liberated women".
The nude beaches offer a large
variety of females,-who vary in age,
size, and style. One could observe
the girls in "action", before approaching them, as they openly
perorm, exposing their wholesome
assets. As one can imagine,
"wholesale sex" is the big draw on
the tiny island, and it doesn' t involve more than a friendly smile or
a "signal of advancement". The
prospective partner picks up the
"prey" of his / her choice and "gets"
into a one-night "veshch". Warn!
Barn! Thank you! Come again .
And that's it! Both partners are
sexually satisfied. Sounds great,
doesn't it?
By the end of the week, we left
the island to explore new cultures
and also to receive proper
medication for a host of "razrez"
bites: lizard, insect, and . .. - you
guessed it! All in all, the whole experience is one that I, as well as my
traveling companions, will never
forget. Our tales were and still are
repeated to many other travelers
and friends.
Everyone's experiences with Mykonos, are
outlandishly pleasurable. So, come
on down. Maybe I'll see you there
next summer. Once more, don't
forget to bring a suitable change of
clothing. All the latest styles come
and go, although everyone prefers
the latter.

HELP!
The Independent desperately needs TYPISTS and NEWS
REPORTERS. If you're interested, stop in the Indy Office
in the Student Center. Ask for Susan, Kathy, or Jan (news)
or Gerry or Ruthie (typing).
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ing directly from research at
NASA's Jet Propulsion
laboratories and CalTech, MIT
etc.) and dedication- more realistically, out of necessity, as. if
by Harvey Jackson
the sociology of a debutante
Chrysler doesn't come up with
It's now 1:30 in the morning. It's ball-a special treat for those
some viable alternative power
snowing outside and I'm looking people who inhabit the snack bar.
plant to fit the bill, a lot of people
out the window, trying to figure But all of that for another time.
By Tom Haluszczak
will be out of work. The United
out what I should write about. I
A song has come to my mind. It
A turbine, specifically referring power plants. Once going, the turStates Government is nowhere
don't know.
is a civil rights song, which is still
to the Chrysler Corporation's six- bine can now be operated at fullnear about to let the manufacturer
Originally, I had planned an ar-1 meaningful to me. Sing the song to
th-generation
variety,
is
in speed without harm or molecular
of the world's most advanced tanks
ticle on the philosophy of the yourself and you'll see that it apconstant operation with an excess or harmonic disintigration of the (that's of the military variety . . . ) go
Aqualung and Thick as a Brick plies to many aspects of life. Find
of air, "oxidizing" the exhaust into the red side of the account
costly machine parts, of which
albums by Jethro Tull. But, alas. a out how you relate to it. It has the
resulting in a situation where the nickel will be in substantial quanbook and welsh out on contracts
copyright problem has to be solved same tune as The Battle Hymn of
dangerous
Nitrous-Oxides- tities employed for high heat re_sis- (after all, who knows when our
first. At the same time, I'm trying the Republic. But its message if far
produced (interestingly enough, tance and tensile strenght. No need
next insane involvement will be in
fo convince my friend, Jerry Rin- different. Think about Nixon when
the only pollutant worthy of for extended warm-up periods or this world of corporate interests
nyk. to help me write an article op you sing the chorus.
recognition produced by such an choking to make easier initial.· and
opposing
political
Move on over or we'll move on over you,
alternative power source), cannot early phase performance ideologies?). Anyway, putting
in
Move on over or we'll move on over you,
be conventionally treated and relatively sane temperate zones
aside the obtuse metaphysics, the
Move on over or we' ll move on over you,
removed by an equally conven- that is; at a minus thirty degrees Fit
aformentioned time elapse ("lag"
For the movement's movin' on.
tional catalyst container in the ex- would take approximately twenty
has been reduced to nothing more
haust tract. T he big money now at seconds to ignite and set in perfect
than a tempered sluggishness,
Mine eyes have seen injustice
Chrysler is going towards redesign running order a turbine-powered
somewhat like the lapse one exIn each city, town, and state.
periences between downshifts with
of combustion-chamber
con- vehicle. Seem long? Well,just how
Your jails are full of black men and
an automatic transmission in a
figuations, fuel nozzles, injectors long before our heaps run
Your courts are white with hate.
conventional car; the slushbox
etc. , in an effort to ameleorate the anywhere near acceptable on a
With every bid for freedom,
condition of NOx formatio·n in cold, wintry, forboding morn? No
pause isn't all that demoralizing, a
Someone whispers to us. "Wait.".
order to theoretically meet the 1975 contest here; what might seem
minor setback at best - and if top
But the movement's movin' on.
emmission standards set by the acceptable to many is, in reality,
end performance is increased like
Feds; 1 say "th_eoretically" because quite unacceptable in scientific the forty percent they're projecting,
It is you who are subversive;
number three isn't about to start a terms of volumetric efficiency a nd, we are in for a few pleasant surYou're the killers of a dream.
crash program to retool for com- more important, the time needed
prises . .There is also, to dispell
In a savage world of bandits,
plete turbine procluction, but they befo re those golden pollution-con- another myth, (according to Ron
It is you who are extreme.
have gotteQ ,&ufficient success with trol devises work correctly and
Wakefield's figures. fifteen to
And you never take your earmuffs off,
weight, siz~ and price-feasibility fulfill their function . If it's a short seventeen percent MORE engine- ...__
Or listen when we scream.
reduction to start thinking along hop to work or class the damn thbreaking power with a constant
But the movement's movin' on.
lines of possible egress from the ing hasn't even warmed up com- combustion (turbine), that is the
dilemma . of seventh-decade pletely and has made a hel uva mess
Chry sler, setup. New soundYour dove of peace with bloody beak
automotive production. In 1976, out of someone's allotment of deadening substance discoveries
Sinks talons in a child.
the nitrous-oxide level will have precious air in the process.
have enabled the applications of
You bend the olive branch; you make
been set at 0.4 grams per mile juxHorsepower ratings remain - this most promising alternative to
A bow, and with a smile,
topposed to 3.0 grams per mile, the conservative, figures averaging lay claim to another plus; exYou spring it witl;l a ly.ich rope
figure sited as. the 1975 regulation.
about
one-hundred-and-a-half, tremely low noise output, while
You've been hidin' all the while.
Indeed stringent, to say the least.
brake, are quoted constantly; 150 conserving a soul-stirring high-pitBut
the movement's movin' on.
ched,
yet
subd
ued-in-the-interestThe engineeri ng advances at "real" ones are emminently more
Chrysler concerning . the latest desirable than 250 "SAE" (after of-our-environment, whine. HavYou conspire to keep us s"ilent
generation
of
constant-com- taxes!) horse power - they never ing been driven in one of the fourth
In the field a nd in the sl u·ms.
bustion engines are significant. I seem to fee l like the advertised and fifth generation varieties, I can
You promi"se us the vote
swear to you that there is literally
am reasonably assured that most of figure anyway.
And
sing us "'We Shall Overcome"
nothing in the world like that feelthe astonishing prognostications
When the turbo project first
But John Brown knew what freedom was,
of
etherial
vibare true, as my father's associate started, a rather serious problem ing
And he died to win us some.
ration / harmonics and just s'ound
and cohort, a long-time Chrysler was encounterecju with low-speed
Now the movement's movin' on.
Corporation envoy, has supplied "lag", or time elapsed before alone originating i n the machine
directly
under
you;
there
1s
no
most of the facts, being further critical ambient temperature and
I declare my independence
correlated with information found
ideal RPM range were reached; general criteria by which all could
From the coward and the knave.
judge
anything
even
remotely
asin a variety of Motor Trend , Road this has been remidied · with the
I
declare my independence
And Track, and American
help of expert engineering (some sociated with turbine applications
From the fool and from the slave.
in
vehicula~
transportation
.
Engineer, publications fathoming
principles used pertaining to the
I declare that I will fight for right
the unknown reaches of alternative constant combustion process com- Smoothness is inherent, power beAnd fear no toil or grave.
ing continuous and not a matter of
And the movement's movin' on.
intermittant pops and surges, and
the eerie absense of any and all idling vibration coupled with the
sound effects of a Jet-port twenty
miles away (yet in actuality no
more than two feet in front of the
driver. - . .) is enough to make
the existence of all. Yet, in fact,
by Kathy Ener/ich
by Mike Golas
anyone feel like Steve Cayon. It's
will have to be set up throughout
their origin still remains a mystery.
Last month, in an unexpected each state, and cheap abortions definitely smoother and better per"A BRIGHTER WORLD"
decision, the Supreme Court threw made available. Until this is ac- forming than a Wankel or V-12
The universe, or the totality of The Parents allow forms of life to
out most of the bans on abortion. .complished, some women may still
man's environment, is composed of exist, but, also, to die.
Jaguar at any speed range- - and
A man once wrote, "I ~me into
The decision, cheered by women's- have to be inconvenienced because does it sound go(_)d as hell! The ex- two basic elements: light and
rights groups and angrily opposed Catholic hospitals refuse to ·p·erperience of my two journeys will darkness. As man lives on this tiny this world from darkness when 1
by the Catholic Church and anti- form abortions. Counseling stay with me forever; prototypes cinder floating about in the void of was born, and when I die, I will
abortion forces, was indeed a centers in hospitals or clinics
space, his environment is constan- return to that world." Man spends
are always more exciting anyway.
landmark ruling. On one side, sup- - should also be set up.
As 1976 creeps up on us all, br- tly changing, like a chemical reac- too few moments during his life in
porting the decision, feminists coninging with it the eradication of the tion. The two basic elements are the light. The light is an unn~tural
What will be the long-run effect
sidered it a fine victory for women. of the Supreme Court decision? drophead and convertible designs exposed to the planet, which place to him. Darkness is eternal.
There were those, however, who There will probably be some effects in America (for our own safety of produces new elements. It's these In the state of death, maybe man
felt the decision of the court did not in the population growth in the course!), another aspect has yet to changes that give us water, soil, air, sees the universe as light? At the
point of death, might he be
go far enough, and a number of U.S. Teenage pregnancies should
be contended with; the twenty sky, and even life itself.
Light has a warm, kinetic-type transformed into an unknown
pro-abortion groups will be wor- decline and this lower rate of percent fuel increase consumption
king hard for the Abortion Rights illegitimacy might make it in- of piston engines, if by some slim energy, while darkness has a cold, dimension where darkness is un- .
potential-type
energy.
These natural?
Act of 1973. This is a federal bill creasingly difficult to adopt babies. chance they're still functioning as
The words you have just read are
which would eliminate abortion Two young people who would have an archaic vestige of a bygone age "Parents of the Universe", when
laws all over the country. On the married because of a pregnancy in a future belonging to the turbine reproducing, not only give us the pure speculative philosophical ·
other side of the decision, the might not today, and teenage mar- or electric-powered vehicle. If I things of nature we see around us, theories on the nature of mankind's
Catholic Church, a _trenchant op- riages could go on the decline. may make a reasonably safe obser- but also the mysterious events seen existence and relationship to the
poser to abortion, has said that the Another important far-reaching
vation; the internal combustion in the heavens. The number of universe. My ideas are based on the
recent decision of the Supreme effect will be the change of motor is already legislatated out of changes they can produce is as- writings of human knowledge that
Court is shocking and tragic, and women's roles in society. Legalized
practical consideration for 1975, tronomical. Every material posses- men produced and the thoughts of
that Catholics who procure an abortions will be able to cut down let alone ' 76. You know? Our two- sion that man has was born, Ii~ my own searching mind. One
abortion or cooperate in such are on the number of women in high
hundred year anniversary man hjmself, when the two evening, as you are turning out the
excommunicated from the Church. school and college who will be Bicentennial is gonna be interes- elements first gave this planet the light to enter the silent world of
spark of life. They hold the kev to sleep, think about these words!
Assemblyman Brian T . Kennedy, forced to drop out because of ting in a lot of ways. Chou.
who was sponsoring a bill (A.936) pregnancy. Women will be able to
gynecological operations, can be
that would permit abortions only finish their education and have
established, hopefully, at lower
under restrictive circumstances, greater career opportunities. Th_e
C.C.B. Special Events Comm. Presents:
costs for the patient.
said that he would not amend his size of the family is likely to be
These
effects
are
in
the
far
measure to conform with the high reduced, thereby giving the mother
future, but at least there is a chance
White Elephant and Aloft
court's ruling, and he still wishes to time to develop her interests, and
now for them to occur. Although
press for action on it.
maybe choose a career. There is
the problem of legalizing abort.i ons
Jt seems there will be a lot of con- also likely to be more health
Tuesday Feb 20 at 8:00
is off our shoulders, there is still a
troversy over the decision for a facilities set up for abortions, and if
lot of work to do. This is just the
long time, and there are many these work properly, clinics in
beginning, and only the future
pick up tickets at C.C.B. Office with 1.0. card
problems that still have to be met.
other areas, such as childbirth,
holds the consequences of this imFor one thing, out-patient clinics -sterilization, and some
portant Supreme Court decision.

Notes To The People

Roving Rudy

FREE

February, IS, 1973

by Mark Hurwit z
NOSTALGIA ,
Look anywhere today and nosI - really started to become intalgia is the rage. Fashions and volved during those early high
movies show the '30's and '40's. school years I mentioned above.
Even the bike magazines are par- Those were the years of the
taking in this nostalgia trip with ar- "Honda Revolution", small bikes
ticles about biking in the early at a small price. "You Meet the
days: '08, ' 12, '20's, and '30's. Just Nicest People on a Honda" broke
the other day, I read an article the market wide open. It shattered
about "the good ol' days" of the the American iQiage of motor'40's and '50's.
cycling brought on with Marlon
Now it's my turn to partake. Brando and The Wild One. No
Mine is not ancient history, longer were you classified a tough
though. Mine started in 1967-68, hood if you drove something with
when I was 15-16 years old. But, two wheels. (It would be hard tryeven now, that's 5 years- not ing to be a hood on a white Honda
much, but something-like ¼ of Bently Tourer (305cc) with white
my lifetime (Wow, that's a pretty walls, square fenders, and a red
heavy thought when you think seat. Especially with the Beach
about it.).
Boys singing "Little Honda" in the
Actually, my first ride was at ; .background and Mad Magazine
local charity carnival in my home doing satirical articles on Hondas
town, when I was about 8 years old. and Vespas.)
As one of tl\e amusements, a man
Anyway, the bug bit me when
was selling rides on a Vespa my "older-brother-type" idol, who
motorscooter. This was in the days was then serving in the Coast
before helmet laws, and the short Guard in Wildwood, N.J ., bought
ride was both exciting and scary. I a used (1965) 50cc Honda to get
spent most of my money on that back and forth to the base from offbooth; I think I went for at least 3 base housing, a house trailer. I
rides. (For a grand total of75 cents, went camping down thj:re one
a lot of money in those days for an
weekend, and he let me ride it. I
8-year-old.)
·should never have done that-I
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was hooked; I had to have one.
Finally, the day came when I'd
Luckily, for me, the Coast
reached that golden age of 17. In
Guard transferred him to an
the depths of December, I went for
icebreaker in Seattle, Washington.
my driver's test, for both my car
(He wanted to go, anyway. He
and motorcycling licenses. I
did- to Alaska and the Bering
proceeded to flunk my car test: the
, Sea- for 2 years.) Of course, it
old stop-sign-hiding-behind-thewasn't worth it for him to take the
mirror trick- immediate failure.
Honda with him. He offered it to
Shaken, I took my motorcycle test
me for $100. After a quick dis(which is basicall y a joke), and
cussion with my oJd man, the deal
passed.
was set.
Now, equipped with a motorI was now a proud owner of a '65
cycle license, and no car license, I
Honda 50, white, spiash guard and
proceeded to ride my scooter
all. I bought two helmets (always - through the winter. My high school
thinking ahead), and within a day,
girl friend, at the time, thought I
I learned to ride it. (It wasn't very
was nuts driving up to her house on
hard, since it was the "automatic"- that bike, in the dead of winter, but
push-into-gear model.)
it was better than freezing your
Those were the days before the
butt off trying to hitch. (You just
massive mini-bike influx. So I froze- body- all at once.) I
became the terror of the municipal
learned a lot about ice that winter.
and county parks within walking (l finally did pass rriy car test at its
distance, since I was still too young rescheduling in February.)
to get a license. ( I'll tell you this:
' Spring came and I started to take
riding in parks is hell on tires and it to school every morning. The
tubes; all those slobs leave broken only other biker at that time was a
bottles around.) Of cuurse, I had a greaser who drove a beat-up
few brushes with the law over,this Triumph Bonneville 650. We both
"illegal" activity. I figured if I parked in the corner of the parking
couldn't ride in the street, I could at lot, and, believe it or not, got along
least ride around on the nice grassy pretty well.
fields in their parks.' (And Honda
About this time, all my friends
50's aren't equipped with knobbies began to get cars, or a monopoly
to tear up the lawn-but, at t)lat on their families' second cars. My
time, I didn't know what a "knob- older sister already had that, since
by" was.) Anyway, I talked my way she commuted back and forth
out of all of them. (I came on with to-you guessed it-good ol'
the Mr. Innocence trip, which, in Newark State. My best friend had
the days before my long hair and his mother's Pontiac Catalina
moustache, I could get away with.) convertible. My other good buddy
I took that scooter on many had bought a '67 Mustang with a
camping trips and rode trails with high-performance 289. And still
it. (That was a trip in itself)
another had the option of a F~rd '
van or Pontiac station wagon. I
life, I was in a situation that must
wanted something different, and
have aged me year.s. Seagulls all
economics was a factor, too.
around me-I am deathly afraid of
I started shopping around for a
seagulls. Those ugly monsters were larger bike. I looked at the Honda
prancing in a giant circle, coming
125 and a Kawasaki 125, before
within inches of my flesh. They they named it the "Bushwacker". I
knew I was afraid of them, for, . tracked down a few used-bike ads
every time I suggested that they and leads, the best of which was a
leave, their army increased. ComHonda 250 Scrambler with a
pletely surrounded by the squawkseized engine. I was about to lay my
ing beasts, I was left with no altermoney down on a new Kawasaki
native but to shut my eyes and play
125 Scrambler, after a deal on a lefdead. I hope they are not
tover Kawasaki 125 fell through,
scavengers, I thought. I quickly
when I wandered into Ralph's
forgot the hom:>r and drifted into
Cycle Shop in S.O. There, among
sleep. Thinking that J had only_
slept a few moments, I was as- _
tonished to discover the sun was
gone and the only light was from
the scattered, flickering campfires
along the coast.
Back at the apartment, I found
that my hosts had gone out for the
evening. By ten, I was ready to hit
the hay, for Ventura had run its
course of interest, and I wanted to
be rested enough to move out in the
early morning.

the used bikes, was a white '68
Honda Super Hawk (305cc), with
custom handlebars and low
mile a ge
on
it.
T he
price- $425- was a s much as they
wanted for the smaller bike, brand
new. It clicked- I wanted that
bike. Again, final approval would
have to be gotten from my old man,
so I dragged him up there to see it.
He said "O.K.", and ·the deal was
closed.
I equipped the bike with a
luggage rack, for school books,
and myself with a vinyl motorcycle
jacket, to keep warm and dry. Now
I was in a class of my own in the
high school parking lo not counting the Bonneville.
Soon, other guys in the school
were getting into cycling · on
Yamaha 90's and 125's. But I was
still on the top of the heap with rhy
"heavy" 305. Toward the end of
that school year, a buddy traded up
to a Yam;iha 250 and was now in
my class, since he was able to cream
me in the starts and I'd get him on
top end. His older brother was the
first guy in town to get that new
scrocher, the Kawasaki Mach lll,
500cc triple. He was king of the
road that season. (Eventually, my
buddy followed in his footsteps to a
Kawasaki Mach lll, but had
moved to a Honda 750 K 1-4 before
being drafted a couple of years
ago.)
Anyway, I drove my bike to my
high school graduation ceremony,
and as soon as it was over, hopped
on with my best friend, Charlie,
and drove through the crowd
instead of waiting in line to get out
of the jammed parking lot. It was a
fitting way to end my high school
career.
That night, I met my friend with
the Yamaha 250 at a party and we
spent all night driving all over. I got
home about 5 a.m.
That was the end of what I consider my "early days" in biking. I
went on to drive that 305 to Florida
to college; all over Florida; quitting
school; trucking back; working;
buying a car; selling the bike; going
to NSC; selling the car; buying a '71
Honda 750; and writing this article.
But all that is for another time.

Regardless of the social conditions prevalent in society, the
members usually, consciously or
unconsciously, provide adequate
protection for the members with
the least ability for protection.
Enough with the analysis of
cµlture; now begins the story of the
Kutuskan natives.
The Kutuskan natives find a
society like our own quite weird;
they believe that marriage should
occur only in a ceremony or hun·ting and feasting. When. the male
Kutuskan native believes he is
ready for marriage, he goes on a
hunt alone for the cougar (so well-known in this area), although ·
cougar meat isn't necessarily good,
or even tender.
The cougar is eaten in a feast
known as the E'tma pa with his
wife-to-be; the marriage is then
solemnized. Relat ives are not forbidden, as they are in some other
island cultures, but are not invited.
The reason for not inviting tht:
other relatives is to show the break
with the society in ' its basic form
from child to adult.

Althotigh J'· spent only one
summer with the Kutuskan
natives, their friendliness was
amazing.
As a sociologist, I remembered
what many others have said, yet
believed that I must fulfill my own
professional role; even primitives
can sense a fake personality.
They have a form of religion
which is also mixed with magic.
, The priests and elders usually
create sculptured wood carvings of
foods and animals and light fires in
sacrifice to these animal gods.
Natives wear "English style"
clothes much ofttie time, but prefer
traditional styles for ceremonies
and sacrifices.
In 1969: Kenneth Gottlieb. the
famed
Israeli anthropologist,
visited the Kutuskan natives to
study all forms of Kutuskan life.
Our findings corroborate, except
for the sacrifice ceremony. Dr.
Gottlieb's study of this ceremony
was based mainly on what he was
told; I made sure I saw the
ceremony myself.
Next week: The Completion.

by Bob Travaglione
planned.
Well, Pat and Augie had
Friends: They can change the
most despairing situation, if not something planned, for, at ten-thirinto a fantastically bright outlook, -ty, they were off to the liquor store
but at least a much needed respite. to pick up for the long, stoned
Pat and Augie- seeing them was weekend. The word "stoned" in
worth the entire trip across the Ventura has taken a different twist
States. We were soon at the door of in Ventura, inferring that a body is
their apartment, juggling a ring of insanely drunk, instead of the usual
assorted keys. The alcohol had association with being high on
numbed us just enough to make the marijuana. Just as strangely, they
secret of the lock the most use the word "loaded" to indicate
challenging event of the day. "That that a person is flipped out on the
ain't the one," remarked Augie, cannabis weed.
I, myself, was full of gas, exupon discovering he had twisted
the key beyond recognition. Pat pelled periodically, with the most
took the keys from her frustrated unpleasantest of noises. For this
friend and held them high in the reason, I passed up their offer to
air, looking directly at the light party with them. I was in the mood
bulb of the hallway. "That light is · to explore, so I departed for the
much too dim to see a damned street. It was very refreshing to
thing," she exclaimed. We finally walk without the weight of a pack
got in, with the help of a neighbor pulling on my shoulders. I could
Hello..
who had witnessed the entire almost run; it seemed like I wasn't
comedy through the eyehole in his using any energy. A beautiful
Ruth
beach was suddenly before me.
door.
We entered into a happy living Close to the breaking waves, the
Duffy.
room. There were shag rugs sand was the way it always should
scattered over the natural-oak be: not soaking wet, -but cool and
Len & Ed
floors, and Indian madras fabrics closely packed. J couldn't resist,
clothed the walls. Augie took a and I was soon ~noozing away. My
great leap into the arms of a puffy rest was ruined by a very unholy
sofa. Almost immediately, big shriek ... For the first time in my
snores bellowed from the nose of
GOOSE
the little Mexican. Pat and myself
Women'• Con1clou1neu
SAYS
spent most of the night reminiscingJ
Rai1ing
New Jersey tales of days long past.
HI!
Every Tuesday, 1:40
We both had criticisms of the
Willis 101
Garden State and the East, but
these gripes were also voiced by the
residents of the western states
, HELP!
about their local area. It was a fas~ The Independent desperately needs TYPISTS and NEWS
tly fleeing night, the kind that
REPORTERS. If you're interested, stop in the Indy Office
seems to have the hour hand in a
in the Student Center. Ask for Susan, Kathy, or Jan (news)
race with the minutes. One night
or Gerry or Ruthie (typing).
isn't really enough time to say
everything on our minds. The sky
seemed to be brightening, and with
C.C.B. Presents
our words and logic exha~sted, we
the Sunday Cinema Series
feU deep asleep.
Saturday arrived, with rays of
the finest and most recent motion pictures
obnoxious light hitting my eyes. It
. This Sunday Feb 11
sure did feel like Saturday: the
aroma of Augie's bacon frying, the
AIRPORT
sound of Pat in the shower, and
7:45
p.m. TPA Ad. 25e
just not having a damned thing

WATCH FOR CCB
Fl NE -ARTS WEEK
FEB. 18 - 25 !

-··BY ..

GARY

Rozzo

Jean

Shepherd In
concerti
Feb. 23, 8 pm, TPA
2 free tickets with NSC ID
Starting Feb 9th
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Patti
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dollars. It was all very unrealistic."

at the movies:

·A Season of
All Talents
Season Hubley, a New York
Daughter of a New York oil
photography model just out of her company executive, Season was a
teens, makes her motion picture graduate of Quintano's School for
debut as the feminine lead in Young Professionals, where she
· Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Lol~v- studied dancing, singing and
Madonna XXX, a tense, modern- drama, along with standard subday drama starring Rod Steiger, jects.
Robert Ryan, Jeff Bridges and
Her then boyfriend, young actor
Scott Wilson.
John Bennett Perry, was asked to
Nearly a hundred Hollywood audition at the Screen Gems office
and New York actresses were in New York for a role in a proauditioned for the role by producer jected series, Bobby Jo and the Big
Rodney Carr-Smith and director Apple Good _Time Band. Season
Richard Sarafian. But the moment decided to tag along.
Season completed her test, the role
Producer Paul Junger Witt saw
of the fictional Lolly-Madonna Season and asked her to read for
was hen.
the title role. Both Season and
The name Season Hubley may John were brought to Hollywood
not be a familiar one to movie- for screen tests as a result of the
1oen. but there will be instant New York auditions and won their
recognition the moment her face is roles over a number of more exseen on the motion picture screen. perienced candidates.
Her face has appeared in cosmetics
The pilot, however, didn't sell.
and f~hion advertisements in
"It was done very, very late in the
almost every major magazine over marketing year," Season explains.
the past two years, and after Lollv- "_a nd it never came together, really.
Madonna XX X, the name ~f I played a girl who wrote a song
Season Hubley should be as well that overnight became a smash
known as the face.
s_uccess and made millions of

NSC's Ski Club

But word about Season Hubley
reached
MGM through the
Hollywood grapevine. and the net
result is that her career is being
launched through motion pictures
rather than television. She was.
however. later seen in an episode of
The Partridge Family , a Screen
Gems commitment she had made
prior to the start of LollyMadonna XXX.
"I think acting has always been
there," Season says . of herself.
"although I've never pushed it. 1
knew I wanted to do it, but I wa.s
hesitant to say yes.
"Inside, though. I know I'm al\
actress."
She got a true test of her ability
in Lolly-Madonna XXX. a highly
dramatic film, and came through
with flying colors in the opinion of
director Sarafian and producer
Carr-Smith, both of whom hope to
use the young beauty in future
productions.
In the film, made mostly on
location in Tennessee, Season is
the innocent victim of a · kidnapping, and unwittingly becomes
the catalyst for a violent confrontation between two families
who have developed intense
hatreds toward each other.
_The movie provided a nonviolent highlight for Season,
howeve'r.,-her first screen
kiss-from youthful Jeff Bridges,
the Academy Award nominee for
The i.Ast Picture Show.
"It's like the first time I've really
been kissed," Season says.
"because ~hen you'f"e working in a

February 15, 1973

Season Hubley makes her motion picture debut as the innocent victim
of a mistaker>-identity kidnapping in "Lolly - Madonna XXX."
movie on location, the intensity is gray eyes, closely clipped light
brown hair, and weighs 103
so great and the honesty is so great
pounds, dripping wet.
that you feel a warm a\id wonderful
Born March 4, she is a Pisces. "I
relationship with everyone with
used to be in that sort of thing-aswhom you're involved.
trology," she says, "and I drew up
"I was really _touched." '
charts and the maps. It really inSeason is one of four children. fatuated me, putting it all together.
She has an older sister, Julie, a You can come out with anything
younger sister, Sally, and a 14- you wan~.
"I studied it all-the moons, the
year-old brother, Whip. Season is
five-feet-five, has changeable blue- planets. But I've gotten out of it.
It's not important now."
But acting is.

HELP!

The Independent desperately needs TYPISTS
and NEWS REPORTERS. If you're interested,
stop in the Indy Office in the Stud.a nt Center. ·
Ask for Susan, Kathy, or Jan (news) or Gerry
or Ruthie t

February 20, 1:40 pm/Formal
Lounge
Greg Armstrong, the poet,
speaks about his poetry and his
friendship with George
Jackson, the editor of"Sole dad
Brothen" and author of"Blood
in My Eve."

sponsors a Holiday on Snow
March 27 to 29
Ski Trip to Big Vanilla at Davos New York State
$45.00 per person includes:
round trip bus from NSC
lodge for 3 days and 2 nights
breakfast & dinner & gratvities
For further information contact
Steve 923-4620
or
Nancy Jo 373-0619

HURRY! limited to 60 fun people
/

All students are invited to
attend the Fourth Annual
Wilkins Lecture Wednesday, 21 March, 8 p.m. in the
Theatre for Performing
Arts. The Series will present
a lecture and demonstration
on Hinduism and the music
of India utilizing sitar and
tabla. Mrs. Poonam Bhatia
will play the sitar and will be
accompanied by an Indian
drummer on the tabla. Mrs.
Bhatia also will explain
some principles of Indian
music.
Reserve the evening of the
twenty-first of March and
join other members of the
College community for a
memorable experience of
sharing an international
music form. There is no admission cost; however, due
to limited accomodations in
the Theatre for Performing
Arts, admission is by ticket.
After March 5th you may
obtain tickets from the Of·fice of Student 'Affairs in the
College Center. " ~ · '; ·

3 of Ingmar
Bergman's Best!

INSTANT COPY
CENTER, INC.
QUALITY PRINTING
AND
XEROX COPIES WHILE YOU WAIT

MILLBURN MALL
2933 VAUXHALL ROAD
VAUXHALL, NEW JERSEY 07088

I
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Off Tb~
Shelf. • •

Beauty for
Women:
Poetry

ln poetry, power of inspiration
and strength of expression are not
•exclusively ma~culine characteristics. This is confirmed_by the first,
definitive collection of poems in
English by women from the early
medieval period to the present: The
Women
Poets in EnKlish
(McGraw-Hill, $9.50).
The editor of this anthology is
Ann Stanford, winner of a 1972
Literature Award of the America n
day society that most people know
Academy of Arts and Letters and
about, but don't talk a bout. It is a
The National Institute of Arts and
continuing running dialogue that
Letters for her outsta nding
sounds like the a uthor got stoned
ac hievements in lite rature a nd her
fo r a week in front of his ty pewriter
excellence in t he fie ld of poetry a nd
and wrote a bout the fu nn y t hings
verse. A professor of English
he kno ws a nd could remember.
literat ure at Californ ia State
T he book is written in the fo rm of
Universit y at Nort hridge, she has
letters to a frie nd - each letter
undertaken to show wome n writconcerning somethi ng different. Ising at their best and cont ri but ing to
sues in the boo k incl ude adultery,
the vitality a nd develo pment of
steali ng mo ney, fallin g-in love wit h
poetry in their times. "Delicate
a nun, pro posi ng to one girl while
Ladies" are not among these 150being engaged to a not he r, various
odd poets, more tha n half of them
insights into t he fa ults of our
writing in the twentieth century.
system, bureaucracy, a nd so on.
The comprehensive vol ume co nCertainly, Simmons could not
tai ns the works- of wo men poets
be compared wit h Yeats or S.T.
from t he U.S., Engla nd", Ca nada,
Coleridge, but that would be like
Scotland, Irela nd, Australia, and
compari ng Andy War hol to
New Zealand, includ ing co n· Michelangelo. Each is a differe nt
tributio ns by Queen Elizabeth I,
entity. This book is typical of
Anne Bradstreet, Anne Radcliffe.
today's paperback journalism, a nd
Eiizabeth Browning, the Brontes,
proba bly will never become a -clasChristina Rosett i, Emily Dicsic. But, if yo u want to have a
ki nson, Mary Coleridge, Any
la ugh, a nd read something that - Lowell, Marianne Moore, Edith
plays with yo ur mind, this book is
Sitwell, Edna St. Vi ncent Millay,
gea red for the college student.
La ura Riding, Louise Boga n,
Something you'd read on the
Kat hleen Rai ne, Dorot hy Parker,
subway. C. Penguin Books.
Sylvia Plath, a nd many others.

Book Reviews:

Powdered Eggs
by Enn Poeldnurk
At the risk of sounding like the
a uthor, but in the interest of better
journalism Charles Simmons'
Powdered Eggs should be reviewed
to warn potential suckers of .buyi ng
this book. Newsweek claims that
this book is" boomi ngly, howli ngly
fun ny". T hat it is, very fu nny. T hat
is all that the a ut hor h~s going for
him in this attempt at a novef.
Presently, t he author, Charles
Simmons is assistant to the editor
of the New . York Times Book
Review. He graduated from
Columbia University in 1_948, and
is forty-nine y~ars old . Uis articles
have appeared in Saturday
Review, Esquire, the Village Voice.
Nuget, and the Noble Savage: All
this experience, his age, and his
present employment indicate that
Mr. Simmons is by no mea ns a n
ignorant person.
Powdered Eggs is a bout the
perce ptions of the a uthor on
vari ous experiences in our every-

Pat Dodd
presents at

DODO'S

ORANGE
10 No. Center St.
Orange, N.J.
Feb. 15-17-Th-Sat

HOLME
No. Jersey's Best

Please pick up you r money and/ or books from the
non-profit used book exchange

by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY_23
Preferably, by Friday, February 16: tomor:row!

Feb. 18th - Sun;

ELJER
from Phil adelph ia
Feb. 19-24 - Mon.-Sat.

ARRANGEMENT

You MUST Have -Your
Receipts With You.
All leftover books will be
Donated to Rahway Prison Inmates Library.
Members of:
Th• Community Coalltlon
Alpha Phi Omega
lnter- Varllty Christian Fellowshlp
Humanist Society
Theatre Guil d

Free
Admission
with this
ad and N.S.C. I. D.

Feb. 15 - Thurs.

HOLME

Fine.

F.._.b.

-

notice
The Independent needs /
contribut ors for Tracks. If
you've had a th rilli ng personal experience, a trip to a
faraway exotic pla_ce, or if
you got mugged on the
subway, we would like·vou
to write about it.

Bob Dopko, please come
back!

e.o-n<.tl't :
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Bob-Shoo-Bops, a
ROck n' Roll Revue
by BARRY FELKER
The current revival of interest in
the fifties era, which is the subject
o f a Broadway musical, "Grease"
has now brought into existence a
gig that describes itself as "a rock
and roll revue" - the Bob-ShooBops. An off-shoot of the now
famed Sha-NA-Na, the ·group has
six singers assisted by four

Does this nostalgia ring a bell? Of
course it does!
The energy level of those in
attendance at their recent
engagements was usuall y high (no
pun intended). For example, at one
performance I wj tnessed one of the
lead vocalists grab a chick and
press hard against her voluptuous

The Bob-Shoo-Bop Revue

NOTICE

. ,.~

ROCKO.GRAPHY

F~,._+;~'l I

musica ns, who do a two-hour gig
t hat is visual, vocal, atmospheric,
and seems to bring back t hat fond
reservior of time bursting with
idyllic memories of undaunted fun
and naivete.
Of course, the success of the first
local rock and roll revue is a hard
measure to live up to, but their
recent performances in New Jersey
are proof that it could be done. On
sever al occassions, I saw them perform, and each one marked a
journey into the land of golden
oldies. The group rocked out to the
sounds of Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry, a nd Elvis P resley, and the Lindy
was reborn.
One does not attend a BobShoo- Bops concert just to hear
songs by these famous musicans.
Rather, the concert goer slips out
to the parking lot to get stoned on
debilitating amounts of wine,
smoke a cigarette, make a pickup,
and return for the entrance of the
group.
On stage, the musicans are appropriately garbed for their image
in their greased-down, combed-up,
\ d uck'ass hairstyle, the garrison belt
wit h studs, skin-tight dungarees,
a nd old sneakers or cycle boots.
Some wear black leather jackets,
sleeveless T-shirts, sunglasses, and
carry heavy chains that have
caused some consternation among
school officials arid parents alike.

body. She slapped him. He then
picked up the microphone and
began to jer-off on it, and said, "I
never seen so much uglyness in a
crowd . . . .lf there's a fire, we're the
first to burn." (Get it!)
Naturally, the rest of the group
made similiar obscene gestures,
and they got , into their performance of good old rock and
roll, and the crowd was so into its
own movement that it continued its
fre nzied dancing and clapping up
until !he grand finale .
The Bob-Shoo-Bops performa nce ends with a quasitraditional dance and / or triva
contest. The contestants and their
styles and answeres.usually exceed
description, much less convention.
1t is always difficult to pick a
winner. The final choice is often the
one having the best time. With a
criterion like that, the entire atte"nda nce might be awarded ownership
of tubes of Bryl cream, Clearasil,
bubble-gum, and fifties records as
first prizes.
Too soon their performances are
over a nd the a udie nces are always
relucta nt to leave. And for those,
trou blemakers (of which there are
many) who are more.interested in a
"live fast, die young atti t ude," the
group would stage a rumble after
the show. (Let's all go to the parking lot!)

"The Bri dge" is a coffee house in Union 'J¥hi ch opened in
December. It is in a church on the corner of Morris Aven ue and
Sterling Road - about eight blocks from t he college. "The·
Bridge" is open on Saturday nights from eight to twelve.
Those who started th is coffee house recogn ized a need for
such a meeti ng place for college students, especially since
Newark State's coffee has closed. We have had several even ings
of entertainment including Ed Naha (of Newark State
Independent fame!) and his band, and folk singers from tlJe area.
We are looki ng for people who want to play for the coffee house
- if you are interested, please come and see us on Saturday
nights or call Lois at 687-1064.
We need your support to make this work.
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COLLEGE
MONDAY
VINNIE BURROWS:
Februar·y 19.
"Walk Together Children" is a one woman show using
the extraordinary talents of renowned black actress Vinnie Burrows. This collage of poetry, prose, and song
evokes the black journey from auction block to new
nation time. The scenes were all created by gifted black
writers. Taped music arn;l slide projections highlight the
experience.

GREG
ARMSTRONG:
,

A MECCA OF TALENT
1

Imagine the ~taccato of a solo Student , Activities office,
Spanish dancer, suddenly inter- concerned about developing an
rupted by the antics of Peter effective cultural and social
Sellers, then crowned by the quiet program for the expanded resident
glint in John Sebastian's eye. A population, wanted to test out the
drcan? No, very real indeed. idea." Ariosto noted a "lack of
Newark State's first annual Fine ·coordination between events". He
Arts week will feature un- finds "no better place to centralize
forgettable talent of extreme diver- these events than the Student Acsity. The office of Student Ac- tivities Office." The emphasis rests
on meaningful activities to suptivities conceived the idea.
Jn order to create a complete plement classroom learning. "Coprogram, a combined ·effort was curricular" best describes the Fine
necessary. The expertise of Student Arts.
Mr. Ariosto idealistically
Activities, College Center Board,
the Townsend Lecture Committee, referred to the program as an
and the English department have attempt to "get the campus comunited. In an itnerview with Bob munity together", creating a "city
Ariosio, Assistant Director of within the campus - a center of
Student Activities, the intentions living and learning." A prime
of the program were outlined. "The mover in expanding NS C's cultural

activities, Ariosto was himself a
professional musician for four
years. He is therefore sensitive to
the performer's talents and the
audience's needs.
Owing to the cooperation necessary in planning the many events,
the rationale includes "necessitating a growing, sensitivity to
other persons and hopefully an increasing capacity to work
constructively with them."
As a prototype for future events,
this year's Fine ,Arts week will be
the forerunner of the same event
annually, a full homecoming week
for alumni every fall , and a spring
week involving an expose of
Newark State's talents to the
public. The events occurring from
February 18 to February 25 are
outlined throughout.

r----SUNDAY--~
SHAFT:

-

February 18.
A web of _events involving organized crime and its offspring
(drugs, prostitution, and gambling) takes place in Harlem. Shaft,
a black · private eye, successfully overruns this chicanery while
attempting to rescue the kidnapped daughter of a struggling
crime leader.

ANNE OF A
THOUSAND DAYS: \
Sunday, February 25.
An unforgettable film portraying the brutality of feudalism
superbly outlines the fall of monarchs. Though clothed in
decadence, the church and the law entangle themselves in a
meaningless conflict. The whims of historical personnages such
as Henry, Cromwell, Woolsey, and Ann control all.

February 22.
Hear the documented
story , of the Soledad
Brothers from one of the
,. men closest to George
Jackson.

SATURDAY
JOHN SEBASTIAN:
Saturday, February 23.
A star since 1965, Sebastin piloted the Lovin' Spoonful to the
top, singing and writing for the band. Obsessed with idealism,
Sebastiari's songs look forward to a better world. To quote his
record company, his music is crafted "with a slow, precise exacting style, the end result a whole created of many painstaking
steps." Several bands envolved before the successful Spoonful.
Since 1967, Sebastian has played as a soloist.
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CENTER 'BOA.RD
presents

WEDNESDAY
WHITE.
ELEPHANT
and
ALOFT

PETER SELLERS
FILM FESTIVAL: ,
February 21.
Don't miss film's most versatile comic in "There's a Girl
in my Soup" with Goldie Hawn, "I Love You Alice B.
Toklas" with Urs1,Jla Andress, and "Casino Royale" with
Ursula Andresf.

8:oo TPA
Feb. 20th

FRIDAY

___,..

THE MARIANNO PARRA
SPANISH DANCE COMPANY:
February 23.
"Dance News" found this flamenco team to display "the sensuality, the dignity, the
anger, the anguish, the extreme pleasure in rhythm and measure." Bodily form , castanets, and flamenco guitar combine to mirror the New York Times' sentiments:
"Dramatically compelling ... agile and incisive. . .precision of gesture and timing. "
Though immersed in Spanish rhythm, Parra himself is American born. " Profile", an article in "Guidepost", traced Parra's career development. He learned Indian dancing
first; the forerunner of flamenco . The company has toured nearly the whole United
States.

JEAN -SHEPHERD:
Radio announcer, author, and humorist Shepherd
claims the absurd for his fame. An article in "The Wall
Street Journal" remarked that " Shepherd's profession involves "talking about whatever comes to mind." Many of
his stories relate to his own youth. He began radio broadcasting at age 16. He's "fatalistic and skeptical " according
to the "Journal".
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Newark State before."
Rich Hauser, Student Org. vicepresident, cited five reasons for
PIRG's failure: I). procedure (Continued .from page I)
"the
election was unconstitutional
number. Lewis stated that Weiss
accouding to the Student Org.
refused this request and suggested
Pl RG supporters wait until constitution which sets 30% or
better as the necessary vote in any
September '73 to try again.
referendum"
as opposed to the 25%
Ms. Lewis reacted to the surattending rock concerts on a daily
(Continuedji'om pa1te 4)
prising turn of events for NSC's + 1 sanctioned by the Board of
-After the warning has been
basis. The feature attractions are
PIRG by stating that the ad- Trustees, and "the dates were overbeing labeled by an unknown critic usually good. Recently, however. it made and the lites turned out. a
ministration's
hand in the situation extended" 2). failure of the Pl RG
commercial
to
buy
T-shirts
porand think it was unfair of you to became obvious to me that the perover
correct
enrollment
created "a people to use the Electi_o n Comtraying
your
favorite
musicans
is
make a personal value judgment on formances are becoming more and
mockery of student_ efforts" and mittee as a legal facet until the electhe basis of a simple movie critique. more a tool of the capitalists. One flashed on the .screen.
Almost
60
minutes.
from
the
she
decried the "vagueness and tion was in progress; 3) failure to
I definitely agree that the attitudes pornography commercial after
use balloting machines to insure
you attack are very real and des- another, with the groups. first "commercial" to the concert. evasiveness" of these ad- regularity; 4). the modification of
lias
elapsed.
ministrators
involved.
She
also
tructive. I would also be the last sandwiched in between.
Since the Fillmore closed the stated that PIRG "recieved no of- t)le stipulation of the $1.50 fee
person to perpetuate them. BUT,
Before the concert goers could price of concerts has almo~t ficial statements from the Board of refund; and 5). council only gave
I'm just so tired of listening to frus- sit back and groove on the
concept approval of PIRG and was
trated people wearing their se~- musicans, one has to endure the doubled. while the quality of music Trustees according to procedure not notified of the election dates.
has
gone
down.
The
cost
of
requirements
for
the
electi~n
-.
no
uality as a banner to conceal their following:
Hauser stated "If the Election
refreshments has gone up as well.
own guilt "feelings. Brings to mind
- An old cartoon or serial. most Of course, the concert goer can official written commumcat1on . Committee and PIRG had worked
whatsoever."
that trite phrase: "Some of my best of which are geared toward the
Steven Band , Student closer, these problems would have
friends are . . ." This, my friend , I · minds of teenyboppers and fruit- come "stClned", or buy candy
before entering the theatre.
Organization
president,
res- been avoided."
am afraid, is where you are at.
cakes . .
Ms. Scholl disclosed her intenIn retrospect, I feel that the ponded: "I regret the referendum
P.P.S. I could suggest a few books
-"Coming
attractions."
a people that represent the rock
tion
to try to arrang for another
failed. I personally believed in the
you could read ... "You Are What commercial for concerts. skinaudience should be made aware objectives N.J. PIRG stands for referendum to be held in March
You Eat-Not What You Beat•" flicks. and mid-nite special features that they arc paying a much higher
and replied, "If we fail this
(•your chest or whatever).
to be shown in the immediate price for concerts than they should. and all efforts will be made to hold semester, we'll try again next
another
referendum
if
student
future.
Furthermore, its time for all
semester. PIRG is definitely good."
-A commercial for the snack concert goers to recognize the interest in this area continues to be She invites anyone who is in doubt
bar in the lobby. (" Lets all go to the commercial factors. and in- on a high level."
Pat Scholl, campus coordinator about the validity and service of
lobby.")
dividually, and as groups. do
PIRG to speak •with her.
for PIRG, holds an optimistic view
-Following the intermission. to something about it.
get back and forth from the lobby,
A Steady Concert Goer, point in spite of setbacks: "PIRG is
Letter to the editor:
BARRY FELKER Rock Critic a powerful movement. It is the first
Re: "Commercials" at Concerts . the spot-lites arc turned on. and an
announcer advises the audience to
movement of this type where
For the past year I have been
beware of smoking "illegal"
colleges are coordinated and work
substances.
with each other. If the core group
Bob Dopko:
had dealt more directly with the adWhere are you? We
(Continued.from pof<e 2)
ministration, these problems which.
REGAL NOTES
need you, miss you, love
you. Please come-back!
College's Business Management arose due to lack of ~omUNDERSTAND PLAYS,
and Newark State's Management munications and other mix-ups GOOD TYPIST WITH SOME
NOVELS AND POEMS
Science. Coordinating this latter could have been avoided. But I am
MEMORANDUM
FASTER WITH OUR
ST.ENO. PREFERRED ~. .
effort
has been the Dean of optimistic. PIRG was overwhclmThe first meeting of the Newark
NOTES!
(WPpl 40:45 required) · ~ .. :_ .
"
ingly
supported;
no
referendum
State College Comm!Jnlcations
Educational Development for the
Rocco a11.d Clarizio (law firm) ·· ·,
We're new and we're the
Network for secretarial and
Union Co~nty Agency for Higher has been so well supported at Union (5 Points Arca) ·
·
biggest!
Thousands
of
topics
clerical staff, sponsored by the
Educ~tion, Dr. Henr_y E. Scott, !r.
964-8099, ask for Mr. Beck
reviewed for quicker
Personnel Department, took
He wtll become Acting Executive , Signal Corps after Pearl ~arbor. DAYS '& HRS: flexible
understanding. Our subjects
place on January 31, 1973.
Director of the Consortium of East As .Communications Chief he SALARY: to be discussed
include not only English, but
The aims of the program are to
Jersey, relieving Mr. Daniels .of spent most of WW-II with the
Anthropology, Art, Black
find secretarial needs and
Studies,
Ecology,
this major responsibility and, m- Chinese Sixth Army in the North STOCK. WORK (for several
problems and their consequenEconomics, Education, Hiscidcntally, one of his current hats. Burma campaign. Upon discharge students)
tial solutions and to effect a
tory, Law, Music, Philosophy,
more coh•lve secretarial and
The Man himself
and with two and one-half years of Jasco Tile
Political
Science,
clerical staff via open, informal
Daniels admits to being· a high high school, Rutgers University , R & S Building, -Rt. 22 West .at
Psychology,
Religion,
communication get togethers.
school drop-out who, as an honor took him "on trial, unclassified" West Chestnut
Science, Sociology and UrThe main focus was primarily on
student, had to learn about the from which he graduated in Union
ban Problems. Send $2 for
student-clerical
related
world of work "the easy way" as he Agriculture. He taught two_ycars in call Mr. Mintz at 688-4900
your catalog of topics
problems. The College Omputs it, "-for there is no harder Vocational Ag, returning to DAYS & HRS: to be arranged
available.
budsman, Mr. Donald Struyk,
SALA~Y: open
way to learn about anything than Rutgers
as
instr_ucwas present to identify and air
REGAL NOTES
not to be exposed to it", he tor / administrator for a time.
student related questions.
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Suggestions and solutions were
suggests. He worked as construc- became Assistant Dean for three LIFTING (maximum 50 lb. loads)
Washington,
D.C.
20007
presented and prospective action laborer, farm-hand, and truck years and University Scheduling Rapid Industrial Plastics
Telephone: 202-333-0201
- 560 Bercik Street
tion to be taken was determined.
driver, enlisting in the Army's Officer for two years. He came to
Elizabeth (near Port and Dowd
Newark State as Registrar for the Ave.)
purpose of "-getting back to a call Mr. Chester at 527-1199
smaller and more personalized Pleasant working conditions.
institution with a full-time en- SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
rollment of under 1400 studnets
and a faculty one could easily get to ASSIST SHELF & SHUTTER
know on a first-name basis."
INSTALLATION MAN
Wearing several hats in nothing (Must be able to lift shutters &
new for Daniels. Active in the small cabinets)
American Association of College Morton Olin
Registrars and Admissions Of- 992-0168
ficers he is now State Chairman of DAYS & HRS: must be available
the American 'college Personnel for one whoie day each week (at
Association (an affiliate of least 8 hrs a day)
A. P.G.A.), Past Vice President ot SALARY : $2.00/ hr.
free donut with
Rutgers' Phi Delta Kappa Must have own transporta,tion to
purchase of
(educational honorary group), and Livingston . Appearance i~recent Secretary/ Treasurer of the portant. More tb_a_n one stud~nt 1s .
any beverage.
Eastern Association of College needed. No previous ~xpenence
Deans and Advisers of Students. In necessary.
Milltown, he was a member for
nine years of the Planning Board, ANSWERING PHONE, DISand five years on the Board of PATCHING AND CLERICAL
Education. Currently he is com- WORK
pletely involved in the exploration United Oil Co.
of Co-op Ed. programs and inven- Hillside ( 100 Central Ave.)
for students only with this coupon
tory of occupational / career pos- Plainfield (725 North Ave.)
sibilities for students at Newark Call Mr. Eisenbud at the Hillside
office at 965- l000
State College.
DAYS & HRS: 7 day week
I
coverage (seasonal)
C.C.B. 's Mid-movie
SALARY: $3.50/ hr.
of the week
TWO OR THREE STUDENTS
presents
NEEDED .
A first in moving picture History
the
WAITRESS

PIRG

SON

OF

Commercial
Rock

JO'B :·,.

Heavy Load·

LISTi

Student
special!

370 Morris Ave.
Elizabeth

/

OU .KIN' [l]-OONUTS II'

Peter Sellers Festival
To your home from ours.
Fresh every four hours.

Casino Royale plus There's a
Girl In My Soup

Weds . Feb. 21
2:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Little Theatre
continuous showing

Brass Horn
144 Cherry St.
Elizabeth
call Mrs. Rose at 354-8767
PART TIM E
SALARY : $ I/ hr plus tips
Experience preferred but
necessary.

not

,.
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LITTLE
MAN

ON
Gort, wf,o'e

th' young punk.
that leeps
telli"'.'9rt1emy
Ark is unsaPe ?!

I understand,
Noah,t:,is
name 1s
Nader.

CAMPUS
bY Bibler
"t.ER. @1912.

~

'{,'.V- 3 ,,,.,''1-4/

11

IE".AMW~K a-J TH' FIELO 1'5 ONE T141NG , MEN - ~T YO!.J SHOULD
KNOW ~ETIER 1'4.AN ?IT NEXT To EACH OTHER c:::t:1RIN6 fXAMG.'"

,,

~

1, Spanish Painter
·
Plower Part
Annoy
Supreme Happiness
Charms
Foreign
On the
Biblica!cTty
Window Part
Uncertainty
Zola Novel
~ydrochlori c Acid
Fastened with Pin
Prefix• Thrice
Pennsylvanian City
Having Moat Weight
Chopped Down
Twirl
Traces
Aaerican 0ra-·t1at>1-de-Prance
Choral Composition
Extinct Bird
Football Play
Fabricators
Quarrel
Troop Encampment
Bab)'"\ Powder
Musical Piece
Penitence
Whole Number, e.g.
Lecture on Conduct
Piece of Thread
Bugle Call
Pronoun

5, Close

,

ts "'

9,
11,
14,
15.
17.
18.
20,
21 •.
22.
24,
25.
26.
28,
29,
31,
33.
35,
~•
•
44.
4,5,
47,
48,
,50,
,51.
52,
,54,
.S.S,
.56.
,58,
60.
61.
62.
6).

-

12Q!!!

1,
2,
3,
4,

5.

6.
7•
8.
9.
10,
12.
13,
14.
16,
19,
22,
23,
26.
27,
JO.

)4,
)6.
)7.
38,
39,
41,
42,
4),
46,
49.
.51.
.SJ,
.5.S,
.57.
.59,

..-.

Small Mallet
Arabian Gulf
.,
Desire
Type of Computer
State of Disorder
Berle, for one
Wild Ox
Claw
Gtaaay Mineral
V brato (pl.)
Calm '
Rock Group
English Satirist
Intelligent
•Peanuts• Exclamation
Irish County
Kitchen Item (pl,)
Poisonous
Russian River
Tit .t'or
·-

)2, Cltellical.-r.i?.t'iz

,11;,

• I

•-

)j

'f
~

,}\.'

•..

~

• I

_L •

Inhabitant■

Veno-ua Snake
llakea Happy
Open _ _
Knife Wound
Challenge aa False
Rich
Subsequently
Painter
Pastime
Water Vapor
Wo11&n' a NaH
To be I Fr.
Soak
To the _ _ Degree

.

"
..,

r~

Do

u

h~r ~-#..
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TTENTION SENIORS:
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
RECRUITMENT SCHEDULE 1973
ORGANIZATION

MARCH.1973
Ptivate tutoring available In
first and second year math
enc physics couraea. MeetIng times In • Newark office
to be arranged. Call Gary
after 5 p.m. 541-7904

STUDENT
To distribute very unusual
computer-dating· forms.
$400-$600/mo. Write Box
508, Boulder, Colo.

The study of modern chord,
progression, jazz feeling, ear
training
technique.
Beginners O.K. 352-9783.
LOST:
5 rings left In llbrary 2nd floor
ladles room; great sentimental value; no questions
asked. Please ruturnl
Contact Debbie 354-4457
Richie H. & bob Trav.
Good Luck! We'll miss you.
Thanx for every1hing.
All of us,
Independent

Bob Dopko,
Please come homer
(We need you.)

A TTENTIONIII
HOTLINE IS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS.

The Student Q_rg.
Xerox machine is
now available for
use by all students
for 5¢ a page.
All artwork that was used In
the Fall l11ue of the Dana
Review 11 now In the office
and ready for pick-up.
CC118.

BUSINESS
Use your skills In Latin
America, Fiji, · J amalca, Africa or here In the U.S. Gain
valuable experience setting
up co-ops, corporations
credit unions. Conduct
marketing and labor surveys.
Establish long range
econom_lc goals at all levels
of government. Teach
production marketing etc.
The Peace Corps and VISTA
need you.
Contact: Theresa
Martin,
Division of Minority Recruitment, 90 Church Street,
212-264-7124

JAZ.Z IMPROVISATION

If you have an empathetic ear, a sincere desire to help, and a
few hours a week free, you are the kind of person we are looking for. If you would be interested in joining or have any questions, stop in the HOTLINE office and pick up an application,
or just drop in to talk . We'll be happy to answer any of your
questions.

Frank & Jack, ·
We didn't mean to leave you
out last week.
Betty, Debbie, Mary,
Claire, and June

Harry, Kippy, Bobby, Frank,
& Jack
"Holme la where my
heart la."
B.,D.,M.,C.,J.

: Student Organization Officers

..

Available in Student Org.

trip

•

·s

PORT OF NEW YORK AUT~ORITY

Wed

7

Thurs

8

WOODBRIDGE
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
.'
.
HOLLY STORES

Mon . 12

NUTLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Wed

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY,
MARYLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

14

Thurs 15

ROSELLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Fri

16

CAESAR RODNEY, DELAWARE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS Placement Office
BAMBERGER'S
T- 116

Mon

19

EAST ORANGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Tues

20

SPRINGFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Wed

21

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LI FE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Thurs 22

SCOTCH PLAINS PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

Fri

SUMMIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS

23

If you are interested in speaking to representatives of
any of the above concerns, please sign up for an interview
in Townsend Hall - 116, Office of Academic and Career
Plannin and Placement.

March 1st - Primary -

Ex. ·Board ~tudent Org.

March 8th - Final -

Ex. Board Student Org.

March 15th - Primary -

Class Officers

March 22nd ·- Final -

Class Officers

April 5th - Primary -

Council

April 12th - Final - -

Council

-students, faculty, administrators, staff,

Feb. 19-23 -

Ex. Board Student Org.

March 5-9 - .

Class Officers

March 19-23 -

Council
Election Committee

C.C.B.

. and. student committees
•

'...

.::

...

•

..

#

-WeJl.$ee you during free hour on Tuesday
and Thursday.
Phone 289-5228.
-··

located..;Student Center.
Side of the Little Theater.
Come_by and visit!_·

Special
Events
Comm.
presents:

Famous U.S. ·women Ski Team Diet

,. '

,

I

Speeches for Ex. Board Student Org.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

.,

<J

for anyone

.,_

,.

5

MANALAPAN/ENGLJ.SHTOWN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS --HtLLSIDE P.UBLIC SCHOOLS

Appllcatlon Dates

is open at the Student Center
any

Mon .
,.
Tue.s

March 6th -

The Travel Service

plan

1

Dates of Elections for Spring '73

Applications for

-We ••-can

Thurs

.-

During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski_Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds1 in two weeks.
T~ah right _:_ 20 pounds in 14 'days!
The. basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a .famous
Colorado physician especially far the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - ..no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way! It's 81 diet that is
e~sy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a . fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? . So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even it you've tried ail
the other diets, you owe it to your•. self to try the U.S . Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K . - ' to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's-whit the Ski Team...Diet will do!

White
Elephant
and
Aloft
Tue. Feb. 20 ·
at 8:00

.,

.

--

FREE
,

tickets free with
N.S.C. I.D. at
C.C.B. office
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Squires Fall ro Paterson, _Women's Tenriis
.,Faces Challenge
Glassboro: Play
Rutgers .- Camden Friday
After a stunning wi n over Monmouth, the basket ball team lost
two tight games o ver the last week
and now face a tough challenge to
fi nish at a .500 record. T he team is
slipping badly and needs a more
overall co nsistent team effo rt to get
back on the track. Another bad
as pect of this recent slump is the
fact that the basketball team has
over the last three years dropped 28
straight d Jnference games. The los- ·
ing record is made to seem even
worse by the fact that the team has
had a good chance to win every
conference game they played this
year but fade in the closing
minutes. This couldn't have been
illustrated more by the recent
losses to Glass boro and Paterson,
both of which should have been
wi ns fo r the Squires.
Last Wednesday the troops
traveled down to Glass boro to play
t he so-so Profs in a conference ·
clash. F or the fi rst time in three
years Weber of the Star-Ledger act ually picked us to win. Armed
with this favored attutide the
Squires were ambushed by slanted
offi ciating and timely Glassboro
foul s~ooting and fell in the closing

minuk~ 59-54. Dennis Salko and
Rich Wilsc: n, our o nly claim to any
height at all, bot h sat the bench for
most of the gamebeing in foul
trouble and t he Squires were bad ly
mismatched in height.
On Friday William Paterson
came d own a nd t he P io neers had a
reputation for bei ng a tough squad
and I for one did n't look for a victory. But it looked good for a
While; as Leroy Lewis, their 6'7
center was sitting out this game due
t0 a hand injury and that seemed to
be a good sign. However after the
game was stopped 4 times due to
clock fail ure and Rich Wilson
picked up 2 fo uls alt in the space of
15 seconds it didn't seem like our
night. Bo b Pla nker, Paterson's
imitation of S kippy the Kangaroo,
spent most of the fi rst ha lf draped
over both backboards as he put on
a beautiful display of how to really
get high on sports and Paterson led
35-25 at the half. In the Second half
however Planker started playi ng
Joe Namath and threw away pass
after pass and aided by some timely
scoring by Andy Blejwas, Lenny
Hill and Dennis · Salko gave
Newark a 3 point lead with 8

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE BASKETBALL 1972-73
.
Head Coach - Dave Dean
Assistant Coaches - Erik Bertelsen, James Striple, Dan Pocus

Friday

2/ 16

Rutgers So.J .

H 8:15
A 8: 15 _

minutes to go. Then the Squires
committed six straight turnovers
and fumbled their way never again
getting close to the lead and fell 6558. Lenny Hill had 19 points for the
Squires a nd played well off the
backboards. It was a tough loss
and hard fo r the team a nd coaches
to take. Friday t he team will try to
flex its offensive m uscle as Rutgers ·
Cande n comes in for a Nonconference batt le.
·
·
WILLIAM P ATERS ON - 65
Planker 10 4 24, Hipp 4 3 11 ,
Cousins 2 l 5, Sanger I O 2, Devine
3 2 8, Cardamo ne 4 3 11 , Jergenson
I O 2, Daniels I O 2.
Totals: 26 13 65
NEWARK STATE - 58
Blej was 5 2 12, R. Wilson 2 2 6,
Salko 5 0 10, Hamilton 3 0 6, Hill 7
3 17, Mueller l O 2, I. Wilson 2 :J 5.
Totals: 25 8 58
Halftime: Wm. Paterson 35-25
NEW JERSEY STATE
COLU:GE ~ ONFERENCE
W L. PCT.
Jersey City State
6 2 . 750
Montclair
5 2 .714
Trenton State
4 3 .571
William Paterson
4 3 .571
Glassboro State
3 4 .429
Newark State
0 8 .000

Anyone interested in Men's
Varsity Golf report to room 01
duri og the free hour on Tuesday,
February 20. If you are unable to
attend this meeting, be sure to
see Mr. Wilson in Townsend 115
before the scheduled meeting. -

,,,, ;,,i,•

Wednesday

2/ 21

Trenton

Friday

2/ 2~

Newa rk Rutgers

Wednesday

2/ 28

Upsala

H 8: 15

H 8: 15 -

VARSITY BASKETBALL AVERAGES - 18 GAMES (including Glassboro)
Won 8 Lost IO
PLAYER

G

Blej was
Gilligan
Hamilton
Hill
Hill
King
Lykosh
Muller
Salko
Salko
Tomasso
Wilson.I
Wilson,R

17
7
16
16
16

5
2
12
14
14
17
17
15

FG FGA PCT

FT FTA

PCT

TP

PF

90
8
50
84
84
0
0
25
53
53
80
19
82

28
3
IO
32
32
2·
0
6
1919
21
IO
31

.571
.370
.465
.800
.800
500
.000
.430
.453
.453
.655
.455
.720

208
19
I JO
190
190
2
0
57
125
125
181
48
195

39

215
II
120
176
176
2
I
48
l05
105
161
46
136

.418
.725
.41 8
.478
.478
.000
.000
.521
.505
.505
.496
.413
.603

f

49
8
21
40
40
4
0
14
42
42
32
22
43

REB AST TIO

45
35
35
I
0
7

100
9
63
183
183
0
I
16

94
I
22
183
23
0
0
8

43
35
31 .
64

l07
42
51
135

6
41
23
15

5

AVG

60
12.2
8
2.7
60
6.8
23 5511.8
55
11.8
' 2
.2
0
0.0
13
4.7
33
76
26
45

8.9
10.6
2.8
13.0

TEAM
' HOME
SCORE
1210

__ .QPPS
1258

Swercheclc
Carmen

_8
6

FG FGA PCT
523 1097 .476

20
8

46 .445
33 ·.240

FT FTA
165 294

5
5

7
7

PCT
.561

.715
.715

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
MASS:
Sunday, 11 a.m., Whiteman Hall Lounge
T hursday, Free Hour, Chaplain's Office
CHRISTIAN PRAYER MEETING:
Friday, 12:15, Chaplain's Office

Phone: 2294

45
21

REB
74 1

15
12

AST T/0 AVG
244 449 67-:2

17
18

17
I

0

5

65.6
3.5

Waterman
On ·Lacrosse
Tourn-.
Comm.
I

Foster F. Diebold, Director of
the - Division of College
Development, today announced
the selection of At hletic Director
Hawley C. Waterman, to t he Lacrosse Tournament Selectio n Committee of the ECAC.
Mr. Waterma n al_o ng with
Robert Behrman of City College of
New York and William Ashley of
C. W. Post College will serve as the
central region lacrosse tournament
committee, and will assist in selecting players for a tournament, and
in coordinating all aspects of tournament play.
Waterman in addition to being
the Director of Athletics within the
Division of College Development,
is also the head coach of tf:ie
Newark State varsity ·lacrosse
team.

.

MEMORANDUM
The College is consideri ng starting a Cross-Country and Wrestl ing Team , next year. Starting
t hese two teams wi ll depend
upon having enough st udents
interest ed .
Any
students ,
interesete in participating in
cross-Country or Wrestling for
'the 1973--7 4 year should come to
the Athletic Directors office in T110 and fill out an application.
Also . . .
Recreational Swim hours for the
second semester for Faculty
Staff and Students ·are as
follows:
Monday: 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Tuesday: College Free Hour and 7:00
- .9:00 p.m., Thursday: College
Free hour and 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.,
Alumni: f riday: 6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
1.0. Card must be shown upon
entering the gym.

LACROSSE -samv•T
1973 ,

March 28

STEVEN'S INSTITUTE

AWAY 2:30

March 31

SOUTHAMPTON

AWAY 2:30

April 3

PLYMOUTH STATE

HOME 3:30

April 6

QUEEN'S COLLEGE

HOME 4:00

April 11

MARIST COLLEGE

HOME 4:00

April 14

KUTZTOWN STATE

HOME 1:00

April 19

RUTGERS J .v . ·

HOME 3:00

April 21

DOWLING COLLEGE

HOME 1:00

April 28

YORK COLLEGE

AWAY 1:00

May2

F.D. U. Teaneck

AWAY '3:00

May4

NEW YORK MARITIME

HOME 4:30

May9

C.C.N.Y.

AW A Y

May II

MO~TCLAIR STATE

HOME 3:00

iJ:·oo

COACH: Hawley C. Waterman
CO-CAPTAINS: J . McFayden
J . Miller

The Independent desperately needs TYPISTS
and NEWS REPORTERS. If you're interested
stop in the Indy Office in t~e Student Center'.
Ask for Susan, Kathy, or Jan (news) or Gerry
or Ruthie (typing).

Jean

Shepherd

In

concerti
Feb. 23, 8 ~ TPA .
2 free tick• with NSC ID
Starting Feb Ith

A TTENTIONHI

HOTLINE IS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS.

Jan Luzzi

Matthews, Leslie Berghahn, Linda
Lamb, and Donna Zientek. Theicing on the pro-.:erbial cake will be
provided by the addition .of Cathy
Martinson who contributed nicely
to the fall matches. ~
,
~
Such is the known talent; obviously there is considerable more
on campus. Any female student
interested in playing intercollegiate
tennis (the Junior Varsity squad
needs depth) should attend the
organizational meeting in the
Gymnasium at 3 pm, Thursday,
March 1st. Formal practi.ces will
begin the following week. Those
unable to attend the March I st'
meeting should contact Coach
Dolores Shiposh at once - before
her ulcer condirion·develops!

,----------:===================--=================....
HELP!

.

"DROP IN" ,HOURS:
Chaplain's Office, Book Store Bldg.
Monday, 10:30-12:30
Tuesday, 3:00-4:00
Wednesday, 10:30-11:30
I •

Fr. Phil Merdinger

PF
337

. W!tho~t a doubt, the big queshon IS this: CAN T HE 1973 VARSITY SU~PASS LAST YEAR'S
U_NDEFEATED RECORD?r! (8
wms and IO losses) The a nswer to
this won't be known until the end
of the season, but the prospects
look excitingly good. All of last
year's squad will _be returning _namely, Eileen Boyer, Sue Schmit,
Eileen Szpara, Joyce Otte, Kathy

If you have an emp4thetic ear, a sincere desire to help, and a
few hours a week free. you are the kind of person we are looki~g for. If Yf:>U would be interested in joining or have any questions, stop 1n the HOTLINE office and pick up an application,
or just drop in to talk. We'll be happy to answer any of your
questions.
·

Who the hell

is Mike Mesgleski?

•
I

tl'I DEP Et'I DEt'l~f

INDEPENDENT CALENDAR
DATE

EVENT

PLACE

Thursday, February 15, 1973
7:30 - 10 PM
2PM - 6:60 PM

LJ::CTU RE· Transcendental Meditation

Human Relation Task Force

Friday, February 16, 1973
1:30 8 PM
8 PM
8 PM

6 PM
- I AM
- I AM
-

Saturday, February 17, 1973
Sunday, Februa ry 18, 1973
7 PM - I AM
7:45 PM Monday, February 19: 1973
8:30 PM -

Tuesday, February 20, 1973
6 PM - 10 PM
6:30 - 9:30
8 PM Wednesday, February 21, 1973
7:30 - IO PM
Thursday, February 22, 1973
1:40 - 3:00 PM
7:30 PM - 10
8 'PM Friday, February 23, 1973
8 PM - 10 PM
Saturday, February 24, 1973
9 AM - 5 PM
8 PM

•

~unday, February 25, 1973
9 AM - 5 PM

7 PM - I AM
7:45 PM -

Formal Lounge
Downs-Rm B

I

Human Relation Task Force
Third World Dance
Alpha Sigma Mu Dance CCB H UMAN R ELATIO NS COMMITTEE:
"THE WARRENS"

Downs-Room B
Downs Dining Rm I &2
Formal Lounge
TPA

Groove Phi Groove Discotheque
CCB FILM: "SHAFT'

Downs- Dining Rm I
TPA

CB DRAMA COMMITTEE: Vinie
Burrows-"Walk Together Children

TiPA

Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
Sigma Beta Tau Meeting
CCB ROCK CONCERT:
"WHITE ELEPHANT"

Downs-Room A
Downs-Formal Lounge
TPA

Community Coalition: Educational
Seminar

Downs-Dining Rm I

Human Relation Task Fo(ce
Alpha Sigma Mu Meeting
CCB DANCE COMMITTEE:
"Marianna Para Spanish Dancers"

Downs. Rm A
Downs Room A
TPA

TOWNSEND LECTURE:
JEAN SHEPARD

TPA

Student Organization :
Goals Retreat
CCB: ROCK CONCERT:
JON SEBASTIAN

Downs, Dining Rm I &
II
TPA

Student Organization :
Goa ls Retreat
Groove Phi Groove Discotht:;que
CCB FILM: Anne of 1000 Days

Downs, Dining Rm I &

II
Dining Rm I, Downs,
TPA

\

"Old editors never die, they just fade away." Goodbye, Rich.

Quicksilver- p • 10, 11.

